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Abstract. A classical result of Graham and Pollak [Bell Sys. Tech. J. 1971] states that the
determinant of the distance matrix DT of any tree T depends only on the number of edges of T . This
and several other variants of DT have since been studied – including a q-version, a multiplicative
version, and directed versions of these – and in all cases, det(DT ) depends only on the edge-data.

In this paper, we introduce a more general framework for bi-directed weighted trees that has
not been studied to date; our work is significant for three reasons. First, our results strictly
improve on state-of-the-art for every variant of the distance matrix studied to date, even in the
classical Graham–Pollak case. More precisely, we compute the minors obtained by deleting arbitrary
equinumerous sets of pendant nodes (in fact, more general sub-forests) from the rows and columns
of DT , and show these minors depend only on the edge-data and not the tree-structure.

Second, we show how our setting itself strictly generalizes – and unifies – all variants of DT

studied to date (with coefficients in an arbitrary unital commutative ring) – including in [Bell Sys.
Tech. J. 1971] above, as well as [Adv. Math. 1978], [J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 2006], [Adv. Appl.
Math. 2007], [Electron. J. Combin. 2010], and [Linear Algebra Appl. 2005, 2006, 2009, 2015,
2016] (and others; see references). In our more general setting, we further compute in closed form
the inverse of DT , extending a result of Graham and Lovász [Adv. Math. 1978] and answering a
question of Bapat–Lal–Pati [Linear Algebra Appl. 2006] in greater generality.

Third, we compute a second function of the distance matrix DT : the sum of all its cofactors,
termed cof(DT ). This was worked out in the simplest setting by Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya [J.
Graph Theory 1977], but is generally unexplored for the other variants. We again prove a stronger
result, and in our general setting: we compute cof(·) after deleting equinumerous pendant nodes
(and more generally) as above, and show that these quantities also depend only on the edge-data.

Finally, we explain why our setting is the ‘most general possible’, in that with greater freedom in
the edge-weights, det(DT ) and cof(DT ) depend on the tree structure. In a sense, this completes the
study of the invariant det(DT ) (and also cof(DT )) for distance matrices of trees T with edge-data
in a unital commutative ring.

Additionally, for an arbitrary bi-directed strongly connected graph G, we prove a multiplicative
analogue of the aforementioned Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya 1978 result, as well as a novel q-version
thereof. In particular, we provide closed-form expressions for det(DG), cof(DG), and D−1

G in terms
of their strong blocks. We then show how this subsumes their 1978 ‘additive’ result, and provide
sample applications to adding pendant trees and to cycle-clique graphs (including cactus/polycyclic
graphs and hypertrees). The final section introduces and computes a third – and novel – invariant
for trees, as well as a parallel Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type result for our ‘most general’ distance
matrix DT .
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We work over an arbitrary unital commutative ground ring R, unless otherwise specified. For a
fixed integer n > 1, we define [n] := {1, . . . , n}, e = e(n) := (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rn, and Jn×n := eeT .
The standard basis of Rn will be denoted by e1, . . . , en. Also, given a matrix A = (aij) ∈ Rn×n with
cofactors cij = (−1)i+j detAij, its adjugate matrix is adj(A) := (cji)

n
i,j=1.

Recall that a tree is a finite connected graph T = (V,E) with |E| = |V | − 1, or equivalently, with
a unique path between any two vertices. We write i ∼ j to mean that i 6= j and i, j are adjacent in
T : {i, j} ∈ E. Given a pendant node i ∈ V , we denote the unique node adjacent to it by p(i).

1. Main results

This paper contributes to the study of matrices associated to a graph G – see e.g. [7, 8] for a rich
history and detailed information. Specifically, we work with distance matrices. In [13], Graham
and Pollak showed a striking result: if DT denotes the n× n path-distance matrix (with entries in
Z>0) for a tree T with node set [n], then det(DT ) does not depend on the tree-structure of T :

det(DT ) = (−1)n−12n−2(n− 1).

This result has since been generalized and extended, by several authors, to the setting of weighted
trees, q-weighted trees, trees with multiplicative distances, and bi-directed variants of all of these.
Such (variants of) distance matrices have been studied in many different settings, including commu-
nication networks, network flow algorithms, graph embeddings, quantum chemistry and molecular
stability. For more information on these areas, we refer the reader to [11, 22] and the references
therein.

In this paper we introduce a more general class of weighted trees which strictly encompass all
of the variants studied to date; and for each such tree (including in the aforementioned settings),
we will prove the above independence result, but in a stronger form. More precisely, we work with
trees whose edges are weighted by elements of a unital commutative ring R, whence our results
hold for all such R. In the most general such version, each edge {i, j} is also bi-directed, and the
weights are pairs of labels. Thus, each edge {i, j} comes with two pairs of elements

(ai→j ,mi→j) and (aj→i,mj→i), (1.1)

where a and m are to be thought of as ‘additive’ and ‘multiplicative’ respectively.

Definition-Notation 1.2. We work with a tree T = (V,E) where V = [n]. In the sequel, we will
omit the arrows in (1.1) and merely write aij ,mij for vertices i, j ∈ V = [n]. The corresponding
tree-data or set of edge-weights is denoted by

T = T (T ) := {(i, j; aij ,mij ; aji,mji) : i ∼ j, i < j}. (1.3)

In most of this work, we will encounter the situation aij = aji ∀i, j, in which case for an edge
e = {i, j} we will denote symmetric functions in mij ,mji using the symbols me,m

′
e. We will then

also write ae = aij = aji, and call the triple (ae,me,m
′
e) as the edge-weight for e ∈ E. (We see

below that is a mild abuse of notation for (ae, {me,m
′
e}).)
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With this notation, the directed distance matrix associated to T is the matrix DT , with (i, j)
entry wi→j defined as follows: let the unique directed path from i to j be given by

i =: i0 −→ i1 −→ · · · −→ ik := j, k > 0.

Then we define DT := (wi→j)
n
i,j=1, where

wi→j := ai0i1(mi0i1 − 1) + ai1i2(mi0i1mi1i2 −mi0i1) + · · ·

=
k−1∑
l=0

ailil+1
(milil+1

− 1)
l−1∏
u=0

miuiu+1 .
(1.4)

Here the empty product
∏−1
u=0 is defined to be one, and the empty sum when k = 0 is set to be

zero. In particular, wi→i = 0.

Notice that DT need not be symmetric. Indeed, this is the case in several previous papers, see
e.g. [2, 3, 5, 11, 15, 23, 24].

We explain in Section 3 below, how this setting subsumes all variants of DT studied to date. For
now, an example is provided:

(a12,m12)

(a21,m21)

(a23,m23)

(a32,m32)

1 2 3

Figure 1. The tree T = P3, with general edge-data T .

For this tree, the corresponding matrix DT is 0 a12(m12 − 1) a12(m12 − 1) + a23m12(m23 − 1)
a21(m21 − 1) 0 a23(m23 − 1)

a32(m32 − 1) + a21m32(m21 − 1) a32(m32 − 1) 0

 . (1.5)

For instance, two special cases – both studied in the literature (see Section 3) – are:

• The ‘additive’ setting Tadd, where mij = q, aij = αij/(q − 1) ∀{i, j} ∈ E – and now set
q = 1; and
• The ‘q-weighted’ setting Tq, where mij = q, aij = 1/(q − 1) ∀{i, j} ∈ E.

In these cases, the distance matrices and their determinants are:

Tadd =

 0 α12 α12 + α23

α21 0 α23

α32 + α21 α32 0

 , det(Tadd) = α12α21(α23 + α32) + α23α32(α12 + α21),

Tq =

 0 1 1 + q
1 0 1

1 + q 1 0

 , det(Tq) = 2 + 2q,

For a general tree T , several special cases of the distance matrix DT have been studied in
the literature – most prominently, their determinant and inverse – with the conclusion that the
determinant depends only on the number of edges – or more precisely, on the weights of the edges.
In this paper we compute a second invariant for all of these variants:

Definition 1.6. Given a square matrix A, its cofactor-sum cof(A) is defined to be the sum of all
cofactors of A, namely, the sum over all i, j ∈ [n] of (−1)i+j det(A)i,j . Here, (A)i,j is the submatrix
of A obtained by deleting the ith row and jth column.

We immediately record – and use below, occasionally without further reference – the following
straightforward facts from linear algebra. We suggest skipping the proof in a ‘first reading’.
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Lemma 1.7. Let A ∈ Rn×n be any matrix, and x an indeterminate that commutes with R. Then
det(A+xJ) is a linear polynomial in x with constant term det(A) and linear term cof(A). Moreover,

cof(A) = eT adj(A)e = cof(A+ xJ),

and adj(A+ xJ)e does not depend on x.

Proof (provided for completeness). The constant term follows by setting x = 0, while the linear and
higher order terms follow from the Laplace expansion formula for det(A+B). To prove the final two
equalities, we first work over the field R0(x), where R0 := Q({aij : i, j ∈ [n]}). Clearly detA ∈ R×0 ,
say because specializing to aij = δi,j yields the identity matrix. Expand the determinant of

C :=

(
A −e
eT x−1

)
in two ways, using Schur complements. Thus, we have:

det(A+ xJ) = x · x−1 · det(A+ xJ) = x detC = x det(A) · (x−1 + eTA−1e)

= det(A) + x · eT adj(A)e.

In turn, the above arguments imply:

det(A) + (x+ 1) cof(A) = det((A+ xJ) + J) = det(A+ xJ) + cof(A+ xJ)

= det(A) + x cof(A) + cof(A+ xJ),

and the proof is complete over R0.
Finally, we show that adj(A+xJ)e does not depend on x. As above, we first work over R0, with

A invertible, and compute using the Sherman–Morrison formula for rank-one updates:

adj(A+ xJ)e = det(A+ xJ)(A+ xJ)−1e

= det(A+ xJ)A−1e− det(A+ xJ)
xA−1e · eTA−1e

1 + x eTA−1e

= ((1 + xeTA−1e)− xeTA−1e)
det(A+ xJ) ·A−1e

1 + x eTA−1e
.

From above, eTA−1e = cof(A)/ det(A). Now a simple calculation yields adj(A)e, as desired.
This shows all assertions in the lemma over R0(x). In particular, we have (n + 1) equalities of

polynomial functions:

cof(A) = eT adj(A)e, adj(A+ xJ)e = adj(A)e.

These equalities hold whenever the nonzero polynomials det(A), x ∈ Z[x, {aij : i, j ∈ [n]}] do
not vanish – i.e., on their common nonzero-locus. It follows by a Zariski density argument (see
Lemma 2.3, and the proof of Theorem C below) that the above equalities hold in Z[x, {aij : i, j ∈
[n]}]. We are now done by specializing to an arbitrary unital commutative ring R. �

The quantity cof(DT ) was studied by Graham, Hoffman, and Hosoya in [11] for arbitrary graphs
G; the authors assumed that me = m′e = 1 ∀e ∈ E. However, in the variants studied in subsequent
papers, this quantity and its (in)dependence on the tree structure has not been studied, and the
subsequent papers have focused only on det(DT ).

In essence, our contributions for trees are as follows:

(1) Our first main result, Theorem A below, computes det(DT ) and cof(DT ) in the above gen-
eral setting, and shows their dependence only on the edge-data T but not the tree-structure
of T . In fact, we will compute these quantities for the submatrices of DT corresponding to
removing equal-sized sets of pendant nodes (and more generally).
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(2) Another main result, Theorem B, computes D−1
T in this most general setting. The compu-

tation of this inverse has been carried out in various special cases, beginning with work of
Graham and Lovász [12], and then in [1]–[5], [23, 24]. These results are all subsumed by
Theorem B. Moreover, Bapat–Lal–Pati ask at the end of [2] for the formula of D−1

T in the
setting ae = a′e and me = m′e ≡ q. Specializing Theorem B to this setting, we are able to
answer their question in closed form.

(3) Returning to det and cof: we further show in Theorem 3.5 in Section 3, how Theorem A
implies the analogous formulas in all variants of the literature studied to date. (In some
of these cases, cof(DT ) itself may not have been computed.) The key point here is that
formulas for det(DT ) alone – in our general version or in the special cases in the literature
– are often not sufficient in computing det(DT ) for other variants. The simultaneous use of
the hitherto-unstudied invariant cof(DT ) is crucial.

(4) In Section 7 we introduce a novel, edge-multiplicative invariant for trees, which we term
κ(DT ). We then use κ(·) to provide a short proof of Equation (1.11) (below) for det(DT ),
cof(DT ) in our general setting – and more importantly, we formulate and prove identities
relating det, cof, and κ. In particular, we show that each of these invariants (for all trees)
determines the other two.

Although the results of Section 7 – involving κ(·) – are equally significant as our main
theorems stated presently, we do not mention them in this section, as κ(·) will not be used
in proving the results prior to Section 7.

(5) We explain with Example 1.16 that if one weakens the assumptions of Theorem A, then even
the independence (from the tree-structure) of det(DT ) does not hold. Thus the following
result is in a sense best possible:

Theorem A. Suppose a tree T = (V = [n], E) is equipped with edge-data T = {(aij = aji,mij ,mji) :
{i, j} ∈ E} as above. (So we write (ae,me,m

′
e) for the weights for each edge e ∈ E.) Let I, J ′ denote

subsets of nodes of T satisfying: (a) |I| = |J ′| 6 n−3; (b) I ∪J ′ ( V ; (c) T \ I, T \J ′, T \ (I ∩J ′)
are connected. Now let E◦ := E(I∩J ′)c denote the edges in E not among the common edges adjacent
to I ∩ J ′.

As an additional notation, given a V × V matrix D, let DI|J ′ denote the submatrix formed by
removing the rows and columns labelled by I, J ′ respectively. Then det(DT + xJ)I|J ′ depends on
the edge-data but not on the tree structure:

det(DT + xJ)I|J ′ (1.8)

=



∏
e∈E◦(ae(1−mem

′
e))
[
x+

∑
e∈E◦

(ae−x)(me−1)(m′e−1)
mem′e−1

]
, if |I∆J ′| = 0,∏

e∈E◦\{(p(i0),i0),(j0,p(j0))}

(ae(mem
′
e − 1)) · a(p(i0),i0)(a(j0,p(j0)) − x)(m(p(i0),i0) − 1)(m(j0,p(j0)) − 1),

if |I∆J ′| = 2,

0, if |I∆J ′| > 2,

where we understand the denominators (for I = J ′) as simply being placeholders to cancel with a
factor in

∏
e(1 − mem

′
e). We also assume that if |I∆J ′| = 2, then the nodes i0, j0 are given by

I \ J ′ = {i0}, J ′ \ I = {j0}.

A curious feature is that cof(·) for |I∆J ′| = 2 is asymmetric in the additive edge-data for i0, j0.
Below, we provide two proofs of the identities (1.8): a direct proof, and another via our main

Theorem B which computes D−1
T . We further provide a third proof of det(DT ), cof(DT ) in the final

Section 7, as a byproduct of introducing and studying a third invariant of DT .

Remark 1.9. Theorem A says more precisely that det(DT +xJ)I|J ′ depends only on the edge-data
of the edges in I \ J ′, J ′ \ I, I ∩ J ′, and E \ (I ∩ J ′). Also, the (possibly non-optimal) choice of
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notation for the index set J ′ ⊂ [n] is to avoid conflict with the all-ones matrix J , which is used far
more frequently in the paper.

Remark 1.10. As a special case of Theorem A, the formulas (1.8) as well as the hypotheses of
Theorem A hold when I, J ′ denote arbitrary equinumerous sets of pendant vertices. As a further
special case, if I = J ′ = ∅, then the invariants det(DT ) and cof(DT ) are the coefficients of the
following linear polynomial in x:

det(DT + xJ) (1.11)

=
∏
e∈E

ae
∏
e∈E

(1−mem
′
e)

[∑
e∈E

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
+ x

(
1−

∑
e∈E

(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1

)]
.

Note here that cof(DT ) in fact depends not on (ae, {me,m
′
e})e∈E , but separately on {ae : e ∈ E}

and on {{me,m
′
e} : e ∈ E} – and so this holds in every setting studied to date.

As discussed above, another contribution for trees of this work is to show that Theorem A
implies similar “dependence-only-on-T ” formulas for det(DT ), cof(DT ) in every variant studied
in the literature. We elaborate on this in Section 3; here we present only the special case first
considered by Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya [11], and subsequently studied by Bapat–Lal–Pati [3] and
Zhou–Ding [24]. This is the ‘dual’ setting in which me = m′e = 1, but the additive edgeweights
ae, a

′
e are allowed to differ.

Notice that a priori the matrix DT with entries given by (1.4) seems to be the zero matrix if we
directly substitute mij = mji = 1 in DT . We explain in Definition 3.3 how to instead reduce this via
a q-substitution to the ‘usual’ directed distance matrix, i.e. with (i, j) entry the sum of the additive
directed edgeweights along the unique directed path from i to j. Now we claim the analogous result
to Theorem A, which goes beyond the computation of det(DT ) and cof(DT ) in [11]:

Theorem 1.12. Suppose T is equipped with the additional edge-data T in which me = m′e = 1
(following Definition 3.3). Let I, J ′, E◦, i0, j0 be as in Theorem A. Then,

det(DT + xJ)I|J ′

=


(−1)|E◦|

(∑
e∈E◦ aea

′
e

∏
f∈E◦\{e}(af + a′f ) + x

∏
e∈E◦(ae + a′e)

)
, if |I∆J ′| = 0,

a(p(i0),i0)ae(j0,p(j0))

∏
e∈E◦\{(p(i0),i0),e(j0,p(j0))}(ae + a′e), if |I∆J ′| = 2,

0, if |I∆J ′| > 2.

(1.13)

In fact, as we explain in Remark 4.7 following the proof of Theorem 1.12, one can work with
even more general sets I, J ′. The same strengthening holds for the assertions of Theorem A – see
the remarks following its proof.

Remark 1.14. While the I = J ′ case for this ‘additive’ distance matrix can be deduced from the
classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21), the same does not hold for the I 6= J ′ cases.
Thus our results provide additional, new information about the matrix DT , even in the original
unweighted setting of Graham and Pollak.

Remark 1.15. The above use of the ‘dual description’ to Theorem A – namely, me = m′e = 1
while ae, a

′
e can differ – makes it unclear how Theorem A implies Theorem 1.12, since we insist on

ae = a′e in the former result, but not in the latter. This implication will be explained in Section 4.
There we will also provide a second proof of Theorem 1.12; as well as a third (restricted) proof

which computes the I = J ′ = ∅ case. None of these proofs use the classical Graham–Hoffman–
Hosoya formulas from [11].

Our next contribution is an example. The preceding two results show that in the two settings
– where (a) mij ,mji need not coincide, while ae = aij = aji; and (b) aij , aji need not coincide,
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while me = mij = mji = 1 – the terms det(DT ), cof(DT ) depend only on the edge-data, but not on
the tree structure. It is natural to ask if these phenomena hold for the remaining possible general
variant of weighted bi-directed trees: where aij 6= aji and mij = mji 6= 1 (or even more generally,
mij 6= mji). The following example shows that this does not happen in the (possibly) simplest
imaginable such situation. In this sense, Theorem A is ‘best possible’.

Example 1.16. Suppose aij and aji are allowed to be unequal, and set

me = mij = mji = q, ∀e ∈ E.
Then a straightforward (but longwinded) computation shows that even for the two graphs with
four nodes (the 4-path and the complete bipartite graph K1,3), neither det(DT ) nor cof(DT ) agree:

a′e

ae = a12 af = a13

a′f

a′g ag = a14

2 1 3

4

ae = a12 af = a23 ag = a34

a′e a′f a′g1 2 3 4

Figure 2. The trees K1,3 and P4, with all me = mij = mji = q.

det DT (K1,3)

= −(1− q)4(a′ea
′
fa
′
g(ae + af + ag) + q2aeafag(a

′
e + a′f + a′g)+

+ q(aea
′
e(afa

′
g + a′fag) + afa

′
f (aea

′
g + a′eag) + aga

′
g(aea

′
f + a′eaf ))),

det DT (KP4)

= −(1− q)4(aea
′
g(a
′
ea
′
f + afa

′
f + afag) + q2a′eag(aeaf + afa

′
f + a′fa

′
g)+

+ q(aea
′
e(afa

′
g + a′fag) + afa

′
f (aeag + a′ea

′
g) + aga

′
g(aea

′
f + a′eaf ))),

cof DT (K1,3)

= (1− q)3(a′ea
′
fa
′
g + aea

′
fa
′
g + a′eafa

′
g + a′ea

′
fag+

+ q2(3− 2q)aeafag + q(2− q)(a′eafag + aea
′
fag + aeafa

′
g)),

cof DT (KP4)

= (1− q)3(a′ea
′
fa
′
g + aea

′
fa
′
g + aeafa

′
g + aeafag+

+ q(2− q)(aea′fag + a′eafa
′
g) + q(1 + q − q2)a′eag(af + a′f )).

In particular, one checks that the Graham–Pollak result does not extend to this framework
unless q = 1. Moreover, given the dependence on the tree structure in this case, more general
‘de-specialized’ settings will also exhibit such a dependence. �

Our next main result for trees provides a closed-form expression for D−1
T in our general setting,

thereby subsuming the special cases worked out in [1]–[5], [12, 23, 24].

Theorem B. Suppose T = (V = [n], E) is equipped with edge-data T = {(aij = aji,mij ,mji) :
{i, j} ∈ E}, such that aij ,mijmji−1, and det(DT ) are invertible in R. Define the vectors τ in, τ out ∈
RV to have ith coordinates:

τ in(i) := 1−
∑
j:j∼i

mji(mij − 1)

mijmji − 1
, τ out(i) := 1−

∑
j:j∼i

mij(mji − 1)

mijmji − 1
, (1.17)
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and also define the Laplacian matrix LT ∈ R|V |×|V | via:

(LT )ij =



−mij

aij(mijmji − 1)
, if i ∼ j;

∑
k∼i

mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
, if i = j;

0, otherwise.

(1.18)

Then there exists a matrix CT ∈ R|V |×|V | (see (6.4) below) such that

D−1
T =

(∑
e∈E

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1

)−1

τ outτ
T
in − LT + CT diag(τ in). (1.19)

This result is proved in Section 6, and in a sense is the strongest result in the paper, since it
– and its proof – implies most of Theorem A, whence all preceding results in the literature (see
Section 3). This point is clarified in Remark 6.30, after the proof of Theorem B.

Having dealt with trees, our final main theorem concerns distance matrices of arbitrary finite
directed, strongly connected, weighted graphs. We mention some definitions for completeness,
referring the reader to e.g. [14] for the basics of graph theory.

Definition 1.20. Let G be a directed or undirected graph with node-set V .

(1) A node v ∈ V is said to be a cut-vertex if its removal increases the number of (undirected)
graph components of G. Denote the set of cut-vertices by V cut.

(2) The maximal induced subgraphs of G with no cut-vertices are called the strong blocks.
(3) If G is undirected (directed), we say G is (strongly) connected if for all v 6= w ∈ V there

exists a (directed) path from v to w.

Now suppose G is a finite directed, strongly connected, weighted graph. For these graphs, the
case when the multiplicative edgeweights are trivial – i.e. me = m′e = 1 ∀e ∈ E(G) as in the setting
of Theorem 1.12 – was studied by Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya [11], and they obtained beautiful
formulas for det(DG), cof(DG) in terms of the strong blocks of G (maximal subgraphs without a
cut-vertex):

cof(DG) =
∏
j

cof(DGj ),

det(DG) =
∑
j

det(DGj )
∏
i 6=j

cof(DGi).
(1.21)

Here Gj (and Gi) run over the strong blocks of G. In particular when cof(DG) 6= 0, one has:

det(DG)

cof(DG)
=
∑
j

det(DGj )

cof(DGj )
.

We next present similar formulas for cof(DG) and det(DG) in the parallel ‘multiplicative’ setting.
More generally, we now work with distance matrices whose (i, j) entries are themselves matrices:

Definition 1.22. Fix a unital commutative ring R and a directed, strongly connected graph G
with vertex set V = [n]. Now a product distance on G – in this work – is a choice of integers
k1, . . . , kn > 1 and matrices η(i, j) ∈ Rki×kj such that (a) η(v, v) := Idkv for all cut-vertices v,
and (b) for i, j ∈ [n], if every directed path from i → j passes through the cut-vertex v, then
η(i, j) = η(i, v)η(v, j). Here the product distance matrix is the K×K block matrix with (i, j) block
η(i, j), where K :=

∑
v∈V kv.
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The study of product distance matrices has been previously carried out mostly for trees [22, 23],
but also in [5] for general graphs, with k1 = · · · = kn. As discussed above, the invariant cof(·) was
not computed in these settings, hence also not a ‘multiplicative’ det-cof formula in the spirit of [11].
The above definition simultaneously extends the settings in all of the aforementioned works. Now
in this overarching setting – and for arbitrary graphs – we will show:

Theorem C. Suppose G = (V,E) is a finite directed, strongly connected, weighted graph, with
additive edgeweights ae = a′e = 1 ∀e ∈ E. Suppose G has strong blocks Gj, and D∗G denotes any
product distance matrix for G, with principal submatrices D∗Gj corresponding to Gj. Then,

det(D∗G) =
∏
j

det(D∗Gj ),

cof(D∗G) =
∑
j

cof(D∗Gj )
∏
i 6=j

det(D∗Gi)− det(D∗G)
∑
v∈V

kv(#{j : v ∈ Gj} − 1),
(1.23)

where the final sum may be taken over only the subset of cut-vertices. In particular, and parallel to
the setting of [11], if D∗G is invertible, and the integers kv = k ∀v ∈ V cut are all equal, then

cof(D∗G)

det(D∗G)
− k =

∑
j

(
cof(D∗Gj )

det(D∗Gj )
− k

)
. (1.24)

Also: if D∗Gj is invertible for all j, then

(D∗G)−1 =
∑
j

[
(D∗Gj )

−1
]
j
−
∑
v∈V

(#{j : v ∈ Gj} − 1) · [Idkv ]v, (1.25)

where [A]j denotes the K ×K matrix with the matrix A occurring in the rows and columns corre-
sponding to the nodes of Gj, and zeros in the other entries (and similarly for [Idkv ]v).

In the special case kv = 1 ∀v, the formulas here for det, cof somewhat resemble those in (1.21).
In fact our results strengthen the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21) in multiple
ways: first, we show in the next section how our ‘multiplicative’ formulas imply the ‘additive’ ones
in (1.21). Second, in the final Section 7 we propose (and prove) similar formulas to Theorem C in
our current, general setting – with scalar entries; and then show how these too specialize to the
identities (1.21). This uses a third, novel invariant κ(DT ).

Remark 1.26. For example, Theorem C easily implies explicit formulas for det(D∗T ), cof(D∗T ), (D∗T )−1

for G = T an arbitrary tree, as in [4, 22, 23]. This is because the strong blocks of T are precisely
its edges, and it is easy to compute the above quantities for 2 × 2 block matrices – in fact of the

form

(
Idk1 M12

M21 Idk2

)
. Note, the explicit formulas for det(D∗T ), (D∗T )−1 for trees in [4, 22, 23] – for

distance matrices D∗T with ‘matrix weights’ as above – are stated in a different form; and formulas
for cof(·) have not been studied beyond [11], as mentioned above.

Moreover: while the prior formulas for det(D∗T ), (D∗T )−1 are certainly equivalent to the rele-
vant special cases of Theorem C, perhaps the previously obtained formulas for (D∗T )−1 show the
dependence on the strong block structure less explicitly than (1.25).

For completeness, we conclude by mentioning a generalization of the formula (1.24) for invertible
D∗G. Namely, fix a cut-vertex v. Then every block Gj has a unique cut-vertex v(j) which is closest
to v. Now (1.24) extends to the case of possibly unequal kv as follows:

cof(D∗G)

det(D∗G)
− kv =

∑
j

(
cof(D∗Gj )

det(D∗Gj )
− kv(j)

)
, ∀v ∈ V cut. (1.27)
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Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we prove Theorem C, followed by several applications:

• The classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya formulas (1.21) – more generally, a novel q-variant.
• Attaching finitely many pendant trees to G, and showing the independence of det, cof from

the locations where these are attached;
• Computing these invariants for the classical and q-weighted cycle-clique graphs, thereby

recovering known results for unicyclic, bicyclic, and cactus graphs, as well as hypertrees.

Moreover: in Sections 5 and 6 we prove Theorems A and B respectively.
Beyond these ‘main theorems’ and Example 1.16 above, our other main point is for trees: in

Sections 3 and 6, we explain how all previous variants follow from Theorems A and B. We also
show several of these variants without invoking these two main theorems, via alternate proofs that
also differ from existing proofs in the literature. While these proofs are not necessary given our
more general main theorems A and B. , to show the latter in full generality it is necessary to first
show that the functions det(DT ), 1−mem

′
e are not identically zero (see the next paragraph). We

achieve this through the aforementioned alternate proofs of special cases.
A remark on our proofs: an interesting feature is our application of Zariski density to distance

matrices; this seems to be new to the area (see references). Namely,

• we note that det(DT )I|J ′ , cof(DT )I|J ′ , and also our stated formulas for them in Theorem A
are polynomial functions of the matrix entries in (DT )I|J ′ ;
• hence we first work with variable edgeweights and use Zariski density – since det(DT ), 1−
mem

′
e 6≡ 0 from special cases (see above) – and then specialize to a unital commutative

ring.

Our arguments below are aided by this useful technique – see also the footnote in Section 4 for why
one requires such an argument.

There is also Theorem 1.12, which is treated separately in Section 4. There we provide three
proofs that do not use the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21), including a direct
implication from Theorem A, as well as a self-contained proof via Dodgson condensation.

In the final Section 7, we introduce a third, novel invariant κ(DT ) for the above ‘general’ distance
matrices DT for trees (1.4). We show that κ is also independent of the tree structure, and is mul-
tiplicative across edges; and for general graphs we prove Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type identities
for det(DG), cof(DG), κ(DG) in terms of the strong blocks of G – see Theorem D. This provides a
third (and shortest to date) proof of the formulas for det(DT ), cof(DT ) in the general setting of
Theorem A – from which all known variant-formulas for det(DT ), cof(DT ) can be deduced.

2. The multiplicative Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya det-cof-inv Theorem C for
digraphs

In this section we prove Theorem C for product distance matrices over arbitrary weighted strongly
connected graphs, and provide several applications to graphs that need not be trees. The rest of
the paper will focus on weighted bi-directed trees.

Proof of Theorem C. Inducting on the number of cut-vertices, it suffices to show the result for
G having a cut-vertex v ∈ V = [n] and consisting of strongly connected subgraphs G1 and G2

separated by v, with node sets {1, . . . , v} and {v, . . . , n} respectively. Thus G has distance matrix

D∗G =

 D1 A AB
A′ Idkv B
B′A′ B′ D2

 , (2.1)

where the leading (resp. trailing) principal 2× 2 block submatrix equals D∗G1
(resp. D∗G2

).
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We first quickly sketch the argument for computing det(D∗G), since it is similar to the one for
various special cases shown in [5, 22, 23]. By elementary linear algebra it is clear that

detD∗G = det

 D1 A 0
A′ Idkv 0
B′A′ B′ D2 −B′B

 = detD∗G1
· det(D2 −B′ Id−1

kv
B) = detD∗G1

· detD∗G2
,

where the final equality uses Schur complements.
Next, if D∗G is invertible (i.e., det(D∗Gj ) ∈ R

× for all j) then an explicit computation shows the

claimed formula for its inverse. Once again, it suffices by induction to work with G having one
cut-vertex v ∈ [n] as above, whence if D∗G is of the form (2.1), then

D∗G ·
(

(D∗G1
)−1 0

0 0

)
+D∗G ·

(
0 0
0 (D∗G2

)−1

)
−D∗G ·

0 0 0
0 Idkv 0
0 0 0


=

(
Id|V (G1)| 0

B′(0 Idkv) 0

)
+

(
0 A(Idkv 0)
0 Id|V (G2)|

)
−

0 A 0
0 Idkv 0
0 B′ 0

 = Id|V (G)| .

Finally, if D∗G is invertible (equivalently, all D∗Gj are thus), then pre- and post- multiplying (1.25)

by eT , e respectively yields via Lemma 1.7:

cof(D∗G)

det(D∗G)
=
∑
j

cof(D∗Gj )

det(D∗Gj )
−
∑

v∈V cut
(#{j : v ∈ Gj} − 1) · kv.

Now the claimed identity for cof(D∗G) follows from the one for det(D∗G) – note this holds whenever
det(D∗G) is invertible. To prove this holds uniformly, we use a Zariski density argument (or Weyl’s
“principle of irrelevance of algebraic inequalities” [20]). More precisely, we first work over the field
R0 := Q({ai,i′}) of rational functions, where i, i′ together index rows (or columns) of the block
matrix D∗G which belong to the block-entries of unequal nodes in a common block D∗Gj .

Now in the field R0, det(D∗G) is a nonzero polynomial (whence invertible), since specializing to
η(i, j) = 0 ∀i 6= j yields D∗G = Id. In particular, it follows that

p := cof(D∗G)−
∑
j

cof(D∗Gj )
∏
i 6=j

det(D∗Gi) + det(D∗G)
∑
v∈V

kv(#{j : v ∈ Gj} − 1)

is a polynomial in Z[{ai,i′}] ⊂ R0, which vanishes on the set U := D(det(D∗G)) of non-roots of
det(D∗G). We now invoke Lemma 2.3, stated and proved shortly after this proof: U is Zariski dense
in the affine space ANQ , where N := tr degQ(R0) denotes the number of variables ai,i′ in R0. Thus

p vanishes on all of ANQ , and the formula for cof(D∗G) holds uniformly for all values of (ai,i′) ∈ QN .

Again by Lemma 2.3, this implies p = 0 in Z[{ai,i′}], and hence one can specialize the variables
ai,i′ to any unital commutative ring R, to establish the formula for cof(D∗G) over R. Finally, (1.24)
follows easily from (1.25). �

Remark 2.2. If we assume that kv = 1 ∀v ∈ V cut and D∗G is as in (2.1), then for j = 1, 2 an explicit
computation shows that the (i1, i2) entry of adj(D∗G) equals det(D∗G3−j

) times the (i1, i2) entry of

adj(D∗Gj ), provided i1, i2 are nodes in the same subgraph Gj , and (i1, i2) 6= (v, v). If instead i1, i2
are neither of them v, and lie in different Gj , one checks directly that (adj(D∗G))i1,i2 = 0. The
remaining entry, namely (adj(D∗G))v,v, is also not too hard to compute. This provides an alternate
computation of cof(D∗G).

Notice that modulo a Zariski density lemma, the final two paragraphs of our proof of Theorem C
spelled out the ‘Zariski density’ part of the proof in (perhaps too much) detail; we did so because
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we will use similar arguments in what follows. We now present the remaining piece: a basic and
well-known lemma on polynomials:

Lemma 2.3. Suppose F is an infinite field and k > 0 an integer.

(1) If a polynomial p ∈ F[T1, . . . , Tk] vanishes on Fk, then p = 0.
(2) Let f be a nonzero polynomial in F[T1, . . . , Tk], and let D(f) := {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ AkF ∼= Fk :

f(a1, . . . , ak) 6= 0}. Then D(f) – in fact, every nonempty Zariski open set – is Zariski
dense in Fk.

(3) Consider the following inductively indexed family of sets, each of which is infinite in size:
(a) S ⊂ F is an infinite subset; (b) for each j ∈ [k − 1], given s1 ∈ S, s2 ∈ Ss1 , . . . , sj ∈
Ss1,...,sj−1, let Ss1,...,sj ⊂ F be an infinite subset. Then the set of tuples

S(k) := {s = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Fk : s1 ∈ S, sj+1 ∈ Ss1,...,sj ∀j ∈ [k − 1]}

is Zariski dense in AkF ∼= Fk.

For instance, in the final part one can choose Ss1,...,sj = S for all j and all s1, . . . , sj−1, in which

case S(k) := Sk. Recall here that a set U is Zariski dense in Fk if whenever p ∈ F[T1, . . . , Tk]
vanishes on U , one has p|Fk ≡ 0.

Proof. We mention the proof and the necessary terminology here in the interest of self-completeness;
we will assume AkF = Fk throughout. We urge the reader to skip this proof, at least in a first reading.

Recall that the Zariski topology on Fk involves defining closed sets to be the zero loci V (S) for all
subsets S ⊂ F[T1, . . . , Tk] of polynomials, i.e.,

V (S) := {(a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Fk : p(a1, . . . , ak) = 0 ∀p ∈ S}.

It is clear that the subsets D(f) form a base of the Zariski topology on Fk.
We now prove the lemma, starting with part (3) via induction on k. The case of k = 1 is easy;

now suppose it holds for k−1. Suppose for contradiction that f(T1, . . . , Tk) is a nonzero polynomial
that vanishes on S(k). Then d := degTk(f) > 0 without loss of generality; write

f(T1, . . . , Tk) =
d∑
j=0

fj(T1, . . . , Tk−1)T jk .

Fix a tuple (s1, . . . , sk−1) ∈ S(k − 1) and evaluate f(s1, . . . , sk−1, Tk) at d + 1 values of Tk in the

domain Ss1,...,sk−1
. Since the Vandermonde matrix with these entries T jk is nonsingular, we have

fj(s1, . . . , sk−1) = 0, ∀(s1, . . . , sk−1) ∈ S(k − 1).

But then the induction hypothesis implies all fj ≡ 0 on Fk−1, whence f ≡ 0 on Fk.
This proves (3), but essentially the same argument shows (1) as well. To show (2), first observe

for any topological space X that X is irreducible (if X = V1 ∪ V2 for closed subsets Vj ⊂ X, then
at least one inclusion is not strict) if and only if every nonempty open set is dense. Now note that
Fk is Zariski-irreducible and D(f) is nonempty, both by part (1). �

Remark 2.4. For completeness, we conclude this part by discussing various special cases of The-
orem C in the literature. The formula for det(D∗G) (but not cof(D∗G)) was obtained recently for
matrices with all ki ≡ 1 by Bapat and Sivasubramanian [5] in the spirit of previous results in [22, 23].
Also, with Lemma 1.7 in hand, it is not hard to observe that the multiplicative ‘q-results’ – anal-
ogous to the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21) – which were obtained recently
in [17, 19] can be derived from Theorem C as special cases, in which me = mij = mji = q and
ae = aij = aji = 1. In these works [17, 19], the authors consider det(D∗G−J) = (det− cof)(D∗G) and
ξ(D∗G − J) = det(D∗G) (up to a power of q − 1). However, from the works cited here it is not clear
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whether these multiplicative q-results imply the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya formulas (1.21).
We achieve this goal presently.

Also notice, Theorem C immediately implies the independence of cof(D∗T ) from the tree structure
(for G a tree), since now the strong blocks are precisely the edges of G. Moreover, the entries η(i, j)
of the distance matrix D∗G can be matrices and not just scalars as in the works [5, 17, 19] cited
above; and in particular, we allow η(i, j) 6= η(j, i), again not covered by [5, 17, 19].

2.1. Application 1: the q- and classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities. Before fo-
cussing on trees below, we discuss some applications of Theorem C. Our first application shows
that Theorem C implies analogous (and to our knowledge, new) identities for the q-distance matrix.
In other words, consider a weighted bi-directed graph G with d(u, v) = αuv ∈ Z, say; now set

(Dq(G))u,v = [αuv] :=
qαuv − 1

q − 1
= 1 + q + · · ·+ qαuv−1, (2.5)

where q is a formal parameter. Thus we work over the field Q(q). Notice that

Dq(G) = (q − 1)−1(D∗G − J), (2.6)

where D∗q(G) is the ‘q-multiplicative’ V ×V matrix with (u, v) entry qd(u,v); now specializing q → 1
(for integer entries d(u, v)) yields precisely the classical distance matrix (d(u, v))u,v. Thus, Dq(G)
is an ‘intermediate’ matrix used to pass from D∗q(G) (or more generally, the multiplicative variant
D∗G) to DG = D1(G), and we have Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type formulas (1.21) and (1.23) for
the two ‘endpoints’ of this procedure:

det(D∗G) =
∏
j

det(D∗Gj ),

cof(D∗G) =
∏
j

det(D∗Gj ) +
∑
j

(cof(D∗Gj )− det(D∗Gj ))
∏
i 6=j

det(D∗Gi),

det(DG) =
∑
j

det(DGj )
∏
i 6=j

cof(DGi),

cof(DG) =
∏
j

cof(DGj ).

The following result presents the corresponding formulas for the ‘intermediate’ matrices Dq(G):

Proposition 2.7. Suppose G is a directed strongly connected graph with node set V , and D ∈ ZV×V
is any matrix such that d(v, v) = 0 ∀v ∈ V , and if every directed path from u → v passes through
the cut vertex v0, then d(u, v) = d(u, v0) + d(v0, v). Now let Dq(G) be the V × V matrix with (u, v)

entry [d(u, v)] = (q − 1)−1(qd(u,v) − 1). If Gj denote the strong blocks of G, with corresponding
principal submatrices Dq(Gj), then defining d∗j := (q − 1) det(Dq(Gj)) + cof(Dq(Gj)), we have:

det(Dq(G)) =
∑
j

det(Dq(Gj))
∏
i 6=j

d∗i ,

cof(Dq(G)) =
∏
j

d∗j − (q − 1)
∑
j

det(Dq(Gj))
∏
i 6=j

d∗i .
(2.8)

The proof is omitted, as it is a straightforward computation using Theorem C (and Lemma 1.7),
via the relation (2.6).

Remark 2.9. The restriction that d(u, v) ∈ Z in Dq(G) is intended in order to work in a ‘familiar’
setting. More generally, one can require d(u, v) to take values in an arbitrary abelian group Γ;
Proposition 2.7 would then hold in the group algebra Z[qΓ] ∼= Z[exp(Γ)]. Once again, these formulas
can be shown using the polynomiality of det(Dq(G)) and cof(Dq(G)) in the matrix entries.
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Remark 2.10. In addition to implying the additive Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21), our
q-variant also implies that det(Dq(G)), cof(Dq(G)), and cof(Dq(G))/ det(Dq(G)) = eTDq(G)−1e
depend only on the corresponding quantities for the strong blocks Gj of G, and not on the block/tree
structure of G. This immediately proves all such observations made in the literature, see e.g. [18],
and has perhaps an advantage over the variants in the literature that use q-cofsum(Dq(G)) or
ξ(Dq(G)), since deducing from the latter the invariance of eDq(G)−1e is not as immediate.

In turn, Proposition 2.7 leads to (a novel proof of) the original ‘additive’ GHH-identities:

Proposition 2.11. Notation as in Proposition 2.7, except that now D has entries d(u, v) in a
general unital commutative ring R. If Gj denote the strong blocks of G, with corresponding principal
submatrices DGj , then the identities (1.21) follow from Theorem C (via Proposition 2.7):

cof(DG) =
∏
j

cof(DGj ), det(DG) =
∑
j

det(DGj )
∏
k 6=j

cof(DGk).

Proof. The result for integer values of d(u, v) is immediate by setting q = 1 in Proposition 2.7,
since then d∗j = cof(DGj ). Now to go from such matrices with integer entries to arbitrary unital

commutative rings uses a Zariski density argument, given that det(DG), cof(DG) are polynomials

in the entries of DG, or more specifically, in E :=
⊔
k

−→
E (Gk), where

−→
E (Gk) runs over the directed

edges of the strong block Gk of G. We work over the ring R0 := Q(E), and denote by pd, pc ∈ Z[E]
the polynomials

pd := det(DG)−
∑
j

det(DGj )
∏
i 6=j

cof(DGi),

pc := cof(DG)−
∏
j

cof(DGj ).

Since pd, pc vanish on ZE>0, which is Zariski dense in QE by Lemma 2.3(3), it follows that pd = pc = 0
in Z[E]. The proof concludes by specializing to an arbitrary unital commutative ring. �

Remark 2.12. Suppose d(u, v) ∈ Z ∀u, v ∈ V , and define the matrix D∗q(G) to have (u, v) entry

qd(u,v), where q is a parameter as above. Then it is possible to ‘jump’ directly from D∗q(G) to DG

as well:

lim
q→1

(q − 1)−|V |(det− cof)(D∗q(G)) = det(DG),

lim
q→1

(q − 1)1−|V | det(D∗q(G)) = cof(DG),
(2.13)

where q → 1 stands for setting q = 1 after dividing by the relevant power of q − 1. Notice that
while the first of these formulas can be anticipated from previous papers (see Remark 2.4), the
latter formula is ‘new’, or at least not immediately clear. Also, the specializations in (2.13) mean
that Theorem C is more general than its classical, ‘additive’ version in [11].

To show (2.13), we again appeal to the q-distance matrix Dq(G). The first of the identities (2.13)
follows immediately from Lemma 1.7, since D∗q(G) = (q − 1)Dq(G) + J . This last matrix equality
also implies via Lemma 1.7 that

(q − 1)|V | det(Dq(G)) + (q − 1)|V |−1 cof(Dq(G)) = det(D∗q(G)).

Subtracting from this the first of the formulas (2.13) (times (q − 1)|V |) yields:

(q − 1)|V |−1 cof(Dq(G)) = cof(D∗q(G)),

so that cof(DG) = limq→1(q−1)1−|V | cof(D∗q(G)). Now the first identity in (2.13) implies the claim:

lim
q→1

(q − 1)1−|V | cof(D∗q(G)) = lim
q→1

(q − 1)1−|V | det(D∗q(G)).
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2.2. Application 2: inverse identities. In several papers in the literature (see the remarks
prior to Theorem B for trees; but also e.g. [15, 16]), the inverse of distance matrices of graphs is
computed. These are ‘additive’ matrices of specific graphs G, and we now discuss a recipe to obtain
such formulas for general strongly connected G.

Recall that the previous subsection discussed formulas for det(·) and cof(·) for strongly connected
graphs in terms of their strong blocks – for both the q- and classical distance matrices. These
formulas were obtained as consequences of Theorem C – which contains identities for det(D∗G) and
cof(D∗G), but also for (D∗G)−1. In that spirit, we now record the analogous identity for Dq(G)−1 in
terms of the matrices Dq(Gj)

−1. (This is done for completeness, and in slightly greater generality;
we leave to the interested reader the explicit such identity, as well as its specialization to q = 1.)

Proposition 2.14. Notation as in Theorem C; assume kv = 1 ∀v ∈ V . Let

uj := [(D∗Gj )
−1]j [e(|V (Gj)|)]j ∈ RV ,

where [v]j denotes the |V | × 1 vector in which the entries of v occur in the rows corresponding to
the nodes of Gj. Also let ecut ∈ RV denote the {0, 1}-vector with ones in precisely the coordinates
corresponding to V cut. Then for x an indeterminate over R,

(D∗G + xJ)−1 =
∑
j

([
(D∗Gj + xJ)−1

]
j

+
x det(D∗Gj )

det(D∗Gj + xJ)
uju

T
j

)
−
∑

v∈V cut
Ev,v

−
x det(D∗G)

det(D∗G + xJ)

−ecut +
∑
j

uj

−ecut +
∑
j

uj

T

.

(2.15)

Here Ev,v is the elementary matrix with (i, j) entry δi,vδv,j . We omit the proof, which is a
careful application of the above results as well as the Sherman–Morrison formula for the inverse of
a rank-one update.

The point is that this result provides a closed-form expression for the inverse of D̃G := D∗G+xJ in

terms of the inverse and invariants for D̃Gj := D∗Gj +xJ . Indeed, one now writes D∗Gj = D̃Gj −xJ ,

and using Theorem C, one also writes det(D∗G), det(D∗G + xJ) in terms of det(D̃Gj ), cof(D̃Gj ).

Moreover, by the final assertion in Lemma 1.7, uj can also be written purely in terms of D̃Gj :

uj =
det(D̃Gj )

det(D̃Gj − xJ)
[(D̃Gj − xJ)−1]j [e(|V (Gj)|)]j .

Now if Dq(G) denotes the ‘usual’ q-distance matrix for G, and D∗G = D∗q(G), then Dq(G) =

(q − 1)−1D̃G|x=−1, which combined with the above result allows one to compute the inverse of the
‘usual’ q-distance matrix. Upon specializing to q = 1, one can also obtain D−1

G , as was carried out
in [1]–[5], [12, 15, 16, 23, 24] for specific graphs.

Remark 2.16. Proposition 2.14 can be further generalized to the setting of Theorem C, in which
D∗G is no longer |V | × |V |. The form and proof of the result is similar, and we leave the details to
the interested reader.

2.3. Application 3: adding pendant trees. The next sample application of our above results
generalizes several known results for graphs in the literature (outside of trees). We provide detailed
references below; in all of them, the classical or q-distance matrix is what has been studied.

As a first step, the (multiplicative and q-) Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities in Theorem C
and Proposition 2.7 immediately give that the changes in the determinant and cofactor that occur
due to ‘adding trees to graphs’, depend only on the set of additional nodes/edges:
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Corollary 2.17. If G is as in Theorem C, and G′ is obtained by attaching finitely many pendant
trees to the nodes of G, with a total of m additional bi-directed edges, then

det(D∗G′), cof(D∗G′), det(Dq(G
′)), cof(Dq(G

′))

are independent of the structure or location of the attached trees, and depend only on G and the m
edge-data.

Consider the special case kv = 1 for all nodes v of G. Then we are dealing with the q-distance
matrix, and one can use Proposition 2.7 and det(Dq(T )), cof(Dq(T )) for T each attached edge:

Proposition 2.18. Let k > 1 be an integer, and for each j ∈ [k] let Gj be a weighted bi-directed
graph on pj nodes, with q-distance matrix Dq(Gj) that satisfies:

Dq(Gj)e(pj) = dje(pj), ∀j ∈ [k],

where dj ∈ R are scalars. Now let G′ be any strongly connected graph with strong blocks G1, . . . , Gk,
and let G be obtained from G′ by further attaching finitely many pendant trees to the nodes of G,
with a total of m new vertices and hence m new bi-directed edges E with weights {(αe, α′e) : e ∈ E}.

Then det(Dq(G)), cof(Dq(G)) depend not on the structure and location of the attached trees, but
only on their edge-data, and as follows:

det(Dq(G) + xJ) =

k∏
j=1

det(Dq(Gj))

k∏
j=1

(q − 1 + (pj/dj))
∏
e∈E

(−[αe + α′e])× (2.19)

×

x+ (1− (q − 1)x)

 k∑
j=1

1

q − 1 + (pj/dj)
+
∑
e∈E

[αe][α
′
e]

[αe + α′e]

 .
We omit the proof as it is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 1.7.

Remark 2.20. Proposition 2.18 simultaneously generalizes a host of results in the literature. First,
it subsumes all undirected q-weighted trees – by considering G to be the graph with two nodes and
one edge – whence all undirected additively weighted trees as well (setting q = 1). Next, it also
extends [17, Theorem 7] (which dealt with the special case αe = α′e ∀e and x = 0), as well as [1,
Theorem 2.3], which dealt with the special case αe = α′e ∀e and q = 1 (which means [α] = α).
Finally, Proposition 2.18 specialized to G1 = · · · = Gm and adding no extra trees, recovers results
of Sivasubramanian [18].

2.4. Application 4: cycle-clique graphs and special cases. As a final application of Theo-
rem C and the above applications of it, we study cycle-clique graphs. These are precisely unweighted
graphs G whose strong blocks are cycles and complete graphs. As special cases, one has unicyclic,
bicyclic, and cactus graphs – where each of the complete subgraphs is an edge, and the number of
cycle-blocks is one, two, or greater, respectively. For G a unicyclic or bicyclic graph, det(Dq(G))
has been computed in several papers in the literature, see e.g. [1, 10, 17]; and moreover, det(DG)
for an arbitrary cycle-clique graph G was computed in [16]. Another special case is the family of
regular hypertrees – see [18] – whose distance matrices precisely coincide with those of graphs whose
strong blocks are isomorphic cliques.

In our final application, we extend all of these formulas to arbitrary cycle-clique graphs, in two
ways. First, we allow for weighted edges; and second, we explain how our results above help
compute det(Dq(G) + xJ). In other words, we also compute cof(Dq(G)), and not only for q = 1.

Our setting is as follows: G is a weighted strongly connected graph with strong blocks

Cr1 , . . . , Crk , Kp1 , . . . , Kpm , (rj , pi > 1)

where Cr,Kp denote the cycle and complete graphs with node sets [r], [p] respectively. Notice that
under a suitable labelling of the nodes of Cr, if all edges have weight β, then Dq(Cr) is a symmetric
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Toeplitz circulant matrix, with super/sub diagonal entries [β] = (q − 1)−1(qβ − 1). Denote this
matrix by Dq(Cr;β). Then all rows and columns of Dq(Cr;β) have the same sum.

Lemma 2.21. With the above notation, if the common row/column sum of Dq(Cr;β) is de-
noted by dr,β, then cof(Dq(Cr;β)) = r

dr,β
det(Dq(Cr;β)) for r > 1, where for r = 1 we define

det(Dq(C1;β))/d1,β := 1.

Since Dq(Cr;β) is a circulant matrix for each r > 1, its determinant has a well-known closed-form
expression using roots of unity (say working over some extension of our ground ring R).

Proof. Apply Proposition 2.18 to G = Cr (with edgeweights [β]), with m = 0 new edges added. �

The other kind of blocks are the cliques (complete subgraphs) in G. We first study the q-distance
matrix of each such graph Kp, again under a suitable labelling of the nodes. The following model
generalizes the p = 2 case of bi-directed edges with weights ae, a

′
e:

Definition 2.22. Given an integer p > 1 and elements a, a′ in a unital commutative ring, let
D(Kp; a, a

′) denote the matrix with (i, j) entry a, 0, a′ for i < j, i = j, i > j respectively. Then
D(Kp; a, a

′) is a Toeplitz matrix, which we will denote using its entries in the first column (bottom
to top) and then the first row (left to right):

D(Kp; a, a
′) = Toep(a′, . . . , a′; 0; a, . . . , a).

Lemma 2.23. With the above notation,

detD(Kp; a, a
′) = (−1)p−1aa′

ap−1 − (a′)p−1

a− a′
,

cof D(Kp; a, a
′) = (−1)p−1 a

p − (a′)p

a− a′
,

adjD(Kp; a, a
′) = (−1)p−1 Toep((a′)p−1, (a′)p−2a, . . . , a′ap−2; α; (a′)p−2a, . . . , ap−1),

(2.24)

where α = −aa′ a
p−2 − (a′)p−2

a− a′
and p > 2 in the last equation; while for p = 1 we have adj(D(Kp; a, a

′)) =

cof(D(Kp; a, a
′)) = 1.

Proof. The determinant is computed first, by induction on p. Next we work over the field R0 =
Q(a, a′), and assume by a Zariski density argument using Lemma 2.3 that D(Kp; a, a

′) is invertible;
indeed, this is so whenever a = a′ 6= 0, since D(Kp; a, a) = a(J − Id), which has determinant
(−1)p−1ap(p− 1). But now the determinant formula yields the expression for adj(·) via a straight-
forward verification. This shows the result over R0; now the usual Zariski density arguments as
above imply the result over any unital commutative ring R. Finally, the assertion for cof(·) is
shown via another computation that uses Lemma 1.7 and the formula for adj(·). �

With these results in hand, one can show:

Theorem 2.25. Suppose G is a connected cycle-clique graph, whose strong blocks are cycles
Cr1 , . . . , Crk and complete subgraphs Kp1 , . . . ,Kpm, with all rj , pi > 1. Suppose further that there
exist scalars

β1, . . . , βk; α1, α
′
1, . . . , αm, α

′
m

and a labelling of the nodes of G such that the q-distance matrices of the blocks are of the form

Dq(Crj ;βj), j ∈ [k] and D(Kpi ; [αi], [α
′
i]), i ∈ [m].

(1) Then det(Dq(G)), cof(Dq(G)) have closed-form expressions which can be derived using Lem-
mas 2.21 and 2.23 and Proposition 2.7.
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(2) As a sample special case, suppose β1 = · · · = βk = 1, and dr,1 is as in Lemma 2.21. Also
suppose pi = 2 ∀i and denote these 2-cliques/edges i ∈ [m] by e ∈ E. Then the formulas in
the preceding part specialize to:

det(Dq(G) + xJ) =
k∏
j=1

(
(q − 1) detDq(Crj ) + rj

detDq(Crj )

drj ,1

)∏
e∈E

(−[αe + α′e])×

×

x+ (1− (q − 1)x)

 k∑
j=1

drj ,1

(q − 1)drj ,1 + rj
+
∑
e∈E

[αe][α
′
e]

[αe + α′e]

 . (2.26)

(3) Another special case: suppose the strong blocks of G are cliques of sizes p1, . . . , pm. Then,

det(Dq(G) + xJ) = (−1)
∑
i(pi−1)

m∏
i=1

(piq − q + 1)

[
x+ (1− (q − 1)x)

p∑
i=1

pi − 1

piq − q + 1

]
, (2.27)

where the denominators are again understood as placeholders, cancelled out by factors in
the numerators.

We omit the proof as it involves straightforward computations using the results shown above.
As mentioned above, Theorem 2.25 subsumes the corresponding results in [1, 10, 16, 17, 18]. For

instance, (2.27) is a twofold generalization of a result of Sivasubramanian [18], who shows it in the
special case pi = 3 ∀i, x = 0. As another special case, the determinant of the ‘classical’ additive
distance matrix over such a cycle-clique graph is now stated:

Corollary 2.28. In the setting of Theorem 2.25, specialize to q = 1, αi = α′i = 1 ∀i ∈ [m],
βj = 1 ∀j ∈ [r]. Then det(D(G) + xJ) vanishes if any cycle (i.e. rj) is even, else

det(D(G) + xJ) =
k∏
j=1

rj

m∏
i=1

((−1)pi−1pi)

x+
m∑
i=1

pi − 1

pi
+

k∑
j=1

1

rj
brj/2c drj/2e

 . (2.29)

In the further special case x = 0, this formula subsumes various results in the literature – see
prior to Corollary 2.28. Note that it is another sample special case of Theorem 2.25(1), and again
follows from Lemmas 2.21 and 2.23 and Proposition 2.7. The proof of (2.29) uses the fact that
detD(Cr) is zero if r is even, and equals dr,1 = br/2c dr/2e otherwise (see e.g. [1, Theorem 3.4]).

3. Special cases 1: literature review and alternate proofs

Before proceeding further, we would like to cite in detail the body of previous work on the
subject. In this section, we also explain how all of these variants are subsumed by our setting and
results; and we provide alternate proofs which are not from the literature. Here and in the sequel,
we return to our setting of interest: scalar-valued distances – i.e., distance matrices DT ∈ RV×V .

(1) The seminal work of Graham and Pollak [13] studied the case where the tree is unweighted,
i.e., its (i, j) entry is the length of the unique path connecting i and j. Bapat–Kirkland–
Neumann [1] then considered weighted trees with edgeweights ae = aij = aji equal to αe ∈ R
and me = mij = mji = 1 for each edge.

Denote this matrix by D({αe : e ∈ E}). The authors also found in [1] a formula for
the inverse of the distance matrix (generalizing prior results by Graham and Lovász in the
unweighted case [12]), which involved the graph Laplacian matrix. Moreover [1], one has:

detD({αe : e ∈ E}) = (−1)|E|2|E|−1
∏
e∈E

αe ·
∑
e∈E

αe.

In the classical case αe ≡ 1 studied by Graham and Pollak (with several other subsequent
proofs, see e.g. [21] and the references therein), this simplifies to (−1)n−12n−2(n− 1).
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(2) A more general setting involves the q-weighted distance matrix DT , in which

me = mij = mji = qαe and ae = aij = aji = 1/(q − 1).

For instance, for the tree T = P3, with edges e1 = {1, 2} and e2 = {2, 3}, the directed
distance matrix (1.5) now simplifies to:

Dq(T ) =

 0 [αe1 ] [αe1 + αe2 ]
[αe1 ] 0 [αe2 ]

[αe1 + αe2 ] [αe2 ] 0

 .

For q-weighted trees, Yan and Yeh [22] computed det(Dq(T )), and subsequently, Bapat
and Rekhi [4] gave a more ‘compact’, alternate expression for det(Dq(T )) and also computed
Dq(T )−1. Akin to the proof of Proposition 2.11, if one knows det(Dq(T )) in this case, and
all αe are positive integers, then setting q = 1 yields the ‘classical’ case of integer-weighted
trees. In other words, the integer-coefficient polynomial

p({Te : e ∈ E}) := detDq=1({Te : e ∈ E}) (3.1)

equals the polynomial (−1)|E|2|E|−1
∏
e∈E

Te·
∑
e∈E

Te on ZE>0. By Zariski density (i.e. Lemma 2.3(3)),

the two polynomials are equal in Z[{Te : e ∈ E}]. Specializing to entries in R, we see that
the determinant formula for the q-distance matrix implies the determinant formulas in the
‘classical’ settings of [1, 13].

(3) Yan and Yeh [22] also considered a related, multiplicative q-version, in which one considers
the above q-distance matrix with

me = mij = mji = qαe and ae = aij = aji = 1, (3.2)

but now every entry (including the diagonals) is further increased by 1. Let us call this
matrix D∗T . Notice that this is precisely the entrywise-exponentiation of the ‘classical’
distance matrix of a weighted tree (studied by Bapat–Kirkland–Neumann, see above). The
determinant and cofactor-sum of this matrix cannot be computed from the preceding special
cases; but our general formula in Theorem A does compute both of these, by setting ae =
a′e = 1 and using x+ 1 instead of x, since D∗T = (q − 1)Dq(T ) + J .

(4) Bapat, Lal, and Pati [2] have considered a variant in which

me = mij = mji = q and ae = aij = aji

but neither me nor ae is required to be 1 or 1/(q − 1). A determinant formula was shown
in [2] in this setting. We will not consider this formula in the rest of this section (where
we collect together all other known determinantal formulas); that said, this formula also
follows by specializing Theorem A – which further computes cof(DT ) in this case.

(5) The above were examples in which aij = aji and mij = mji for every edge {i, j} of T . The
next refinement was by Bapat, Lal, and Pati, who explored in [3] the case me = mij =
mji = 1, but aij and aji need not agree. In keeping with the aforementioned Definition-
Notation, we will denote the edge-weight for e ∈ E by (ae, a

′
e). In this case the authors

computed the inverse of DT , and also re-proved:

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|
∑
e∈E

aea
′
e

∏
f∈E\{e}

(af + a′f ).

Note that the formula for det(DT ) is implicit in prior work [11] of Graham–Hoffman–
Hosoya, where the authors work in this setting (with real-valued edgeweights), but over a
general bi-directed graph. This is the setting of Theorem 1.12, albeit over a tree and an
arbitrary unital commutative ring, and it also implies cases (1), (2) above.
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(6) A ‘bi-directed’ generalization of the setting in (2) can be found in [17, Theorem 3], where

the authors use possibly unequal multiplicative weights me = qαe and m′e = qα
′
e , while

retaining ae = aij = aji = 1/(q − 1) ∀e ∈ E.
(7) The above case (5) was extended in some ways by Zhou and Ding [24]. Moreover, in [23] they

also explored another asymmetric – in fact bi-directed – version: the multiplicative version
D∗T , in which ae = aij = aji = 1, but mij need not equal mji. This is a generalization
of (3.2), whence cases (1),(2) again follow from it.

Definition 3.3. Given the discussion prior to (3.1), in the sequel when we write me = mij =
mji = 1, we will mean the following sequence of operations: (a) work over the ring R[q], where q
is an indeterminate; (b) set me = mij = mji = q for each edge e = {i, j}; (c) divide every entry of
DT by (q − 1); (d) finally, specialize to q = 1.

Continuing from before this definition, we now explain how our main Theorem A subsumes all
of the settings above. More precisely, we collect together the results in all of these settings, using
the notation introduced at the outset:

Theorem 3.4. Setting as in Definition-Notation 1.2; also define [α] := (qα−1)/(q−1) as in (2.5).

(1) In the original setting of [13] with ae = aij = aji = me = mij = mji = 1, we have

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|2|E|−1|E|.

(2) In the weighted setting of [1] with ae = aij = aji and me = mij = mji = 1, we have

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|2|E|−1
∏
e∈E

ae ·
∑
e∈E

ae.

(3) In the q-weighted setting of [17, Theorem 3], with me = qαe, m′e = qα
′
e, and ae = aij =

aji = 1/(q − 1) – whence in the special cases of [4, 22] – we have

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|
∑
e∈E

[αe][α
′
e]

∏
f∈E\{e}

[αe + α′e].

(4) In the q-multiplicative setting of [4, 22] with distance matrix given by (D∗T )ij = qαe for
{i, j} = e (and a product of such edgeweights for other entries),

det(D∗T ) =
∏
e∈E

(1− q2αe) = (1− q)|E|
∏
e∈E

[2αe].

(5) When me = mij = mji = 1 but aij , aji may differ, it was shown in [3] (see Theorem 1.12
with I = J ′ = ∅) that

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|
∑
e∈E

aea
′
e

∏
f∈E\{e}

(af + a′f ).

(6) Consider the multiplicative setting of [23] with distance matrix given by (D∗T )ij = mij for
{i, j} = e, a product of such edgeweights for other entries, and where ae = aij = aji = 1
but mij ,mji may differ. In this setting,

det(D∗T ) =
∏
e∈E

(1−mijmji).

These formulas can all be derived from Theorem A by specializing the edge-data to the specified
values. In each of these cases we will also show below how, in addition to recovering these known
formulas for det(DT ), our main results provide the corresponding value of cof(DT ):
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Theorem 3.5. Theorem A implies all det-formulas in the previously studied settings listed in
Theorem 3.4, and also yields the respective cof-formulas:

cof(DT ) =



(−2)|E|, in case (1),

(−2)|E|
∏
e∈E ae, in case (2),∏

e∈E

1− qαe+α′e
q − 1

+
∑
e∈E

(1− qαe)(1− qα′e)
q − 1

∏
f∈E\{e}

1− qαf+α′f

q − 1
, in case (3),∏

e∈E(1− q2αe) +
∑

e∈E(1− qαe)2
∏
f∈E\{e}(1− q2αf ), in case (4),

(−1)|E|
∏
e∈E(ae + a′e), in case (5),∏

e∈E
(1−mem

′
e) +

∑
e∈E

(1−me)(1−m′e)
∏

f∈E\{e}

(1−mfm
′
f ), in case (6),

(3.6)

where in cases (4) and (6) the distance matrix was denoted by D∗T . In particular, cof(DT ) depends
only on the edge-data, and is independent of the tree structure.

The proofs of our remaining unproved main Theorems A and B, as well as the important special
case Theorem 1.12, will be provided in the next three sections. Those proofs are self-contained,
modulo requiring that det(DT ) 6= 0 – so we now show Theorem 3.5, whose case (6) implies this
nonvanishing.

Proof of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. We will show all cases other than (5), which is deferred to the next
section. We begin with case (6), which immediately follows from Theorem C by specializing to G
a tree (whence each Gj is an edge), and all kv = 1. This shows Theorem 3.5(6), whence case (4).
From this and Lemma 1.7 one deduces case (3), since the DT -matrix is simply rescaled by 1/(q−1).

Thus, every cofactor is rescaled by (q − 1)−|E|, whence so is cof(DT ), implying (3).
From case (3) one can deduce case (2) via a Zariski density argument similar to the one

around (3.1). Note here that the second factor (i.e., the sum) contributes zero upon ‘specializ-
ing’ to q = 1, since there is an extra factor of 1− qαe in the numerator of every summand. Finally,
case (1) follows from case (2). In particular, det(DT ) 6= 0, because it is nonzero in the special
case (1). �

Remark 3.7 (Alternate/shorter proofs of special cases). Notice that parts (1)–(4), (6) of Theo-
rem 3.5 are now given self-contained proofs above in this section, using Theorem C. These proofs
are different from the ones in the literature. For instance, for ‘multiplicative weights’ (case (6))
and the matrix DT = D∗T , the formula for D−1

T was shown in [4] in a restricted setting, with an
involved proof; and in [23] with a proof involving matrix factorization. Our proof in Theorem C is
simpler than both of these – we proceed by direct computation – and the proof works for arbitrary
weighted strongly connected graphs.

In this section we have discussed various special cases (of our general results) shown in the liter-
ature. Some of these follow from the application to trees of the (additive/multiplicative) Graham–
Hoffman–Hosoya type formulas discussed above. For completeness, we now write down formulas for
det(DT +xJ)I|J ′ that do not follow from the above Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type formulas. More
precisely, we delete rows and columns indexing arbitrary equinumerous sets I, J ′ of pendant nodes
– in the special cases of the product distance matrix D∗T and the q-matrix Dq(T ) – and specialize
Theorem A to both of these settings. The formulas when |I∆J ′| 6= 2 are not very different, so we
only write down the formula when I = {i0}, J = {j0} are distinct pendant nodes:

Corollary 3.8. Notation as in Theorem A. If DT = Dq(T ) is the q-matrix with ae = 1/(q − 1)
and me = qαe for e ∈ E, then

det(DT + xJ)i0|j0 =
∏

e∈E\{(p(i0),i0),(j0,p(j0))}

[αe + α′e] · (1− (q − 1)x)[α(p(i0),i0)][α(j0,p(j0))].
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If instead D∗T = DT + J with ae = 1 ∀e ∈ E, then

det(D∗T + xJ)i0|j0 = −x(m(p(i0),i0) − 1)(m(j0,p(j0)) − 1)
∏

e∈E\{(p(i0),i0),(j0,p(j0))}

(mem
′
e − 1).

The proof is omitted as this result is an immediate consequence of Theorem A. Note also that
det(D∗T )i0|j0 vanishes in the multiplicative setting of D∗T , in parallel to the vanishing of cof(DT )i0|j0
in the additive setting of Theorem 1.12.

We end this section with a clarification regarding the role of a left-unique ordering on the nodes
[n] of a tree, in proving formulas for det(DT ) in recent works [23, 24] (with scalar or matrix weights).
A left-unique ordering is a relabelling σ ∈ Sn of [n] such that every node i ∈ [n] is pendant when
restricted to [i]. In [23, 24] the authors provide this definition and prove the formula for DT in
several special cases, whenever the tree admits a left-unique ordering of its nodes. The clarification
is that since det(·) is independent of the vertex labelling, the formulas for det(DT ) in [23, 24] indeed
hold for all trees – this is because every tree admits a left-unique relabelling of its nodes, which
is easy to see by induction. Notice that this observation – and hence the notion of a left-unique
node-labelling – has been explicitly stated in [3, Section 3], prior to the works [23, 24].

4. Special cases 2: classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya, or unequal additive
weights

The preceding section discussed det(DT ) and cof(DT ) for variants in the literature involving
trivial additive weights (aij = 1 whenever i ∼ j). A natural question is to understand the parallel
setting, in which the multiplicative weights are trivial: me = mij = mji = 1. This is precisely
the unaddressed case (5) in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5, and one has the following pleasing formulas for
det(T ) and cof(T ) when all terms ae + a′e are invertible in R:

cof(DT ) = (−1)|E|
∏
e

(ae + a′e), det(DT ) = cof(DT )
∑
e∈E

aea
′
e

ae + a′e
. (4.1)

These formulas are special cases of the well-known result of Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya [11] for
general bi-directed weighted graphs – see (1.21). Somewhat surprisingly, the specific computations
for det(DT ) and cof(DT ) – i.e., when G = T is a tree – have received relatively little coverage in
the literature. In turn, this is reflected in the paucity of results on cof(DT ) among the profusion
of papers studying det(DT ) in the ‘other’ setting: ae = a′e but me 6= m′e.

In this section, we provide three (other) proofs of (4.1), none of which uses the aforementioned
work [11], and two of which moreover show Theorem 1.12, i.e., a larger family of determinantal
formulas for minors of DT . This implies Theorem 3.5 case (5), whence cases (1) and (2) as well.

Proof 1 of Theorem 1.12. Our first proof is a direct application Theorem A. For clarity of notation
we denote the entries of the additive matrix in Theorem 1.12 by αe, α

′
e, and continue to use ae, a

′
e

for the additive edgeweights in Theorem A. We begin by clarifying Remark 1.15 above: the point
is to use not ae 6= a′e, but to set ae = a′e = 1/(q − 1) and me = qαe ,m′e = qα

′
e instead, and then

to take q → 1 as in Definition 3.3. This derives Theorem 1.12 from Theorem A. Some sample
specializations are:

ae(me − 1) αe, ae(m
′
e − 1) α′e, ae(mem

′
e − 1) αe + α′e,

and the coefficient of x vanishes when |I∆J ′| = 2 because one divides its coefficient by one power
less of q − 1. �

Proof 2 (limited) of Theorem 1.12. This argument only computes det(DT ) and cof(DT ), not other
minors. It uses results from [3] (or Theorem B above, but not [11]) as a black box. Namely, the
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authors show in [3] that

det(DT ) = (−1)|E|
∑
e∈E

aea
′
e

∏
f∈E\{e}

(af + a′f ),

D−1
T = − L+ (−1)|E|

z1z
T
2

det(DT )
∏
e∈E(ae + a′e)

(whenever det(DT ) ∈ R×), where L is a graph Laplacian matrix and z1, z2 are vectors satisfying:

Le = 0, zT1 e = zT2 e = (−1)|E|
∏
e∈E

(ae + a′e). (4.2)

Now we use a previous approach: first work over the field R0 := Q({ae, a′e : e ∈ E}). By Zariski
density (i.e. a suitable application of Lemma 2.3) we may assume DT and all ae +a′e are invertible.
Compute using (4.2) and Lemma 1.7:

cof(DT ) = det(DT ) ·

(
0 + (−1)|E|

(−1)2|E|∏
e∈E(ae + a′e)

2

det(DT )
∏
e∈E(ae + a′e)

)
= (−1)|E|

∏
e∈E

(ae + a′e).

By Zariski density, this equality of polynomials holds over R0, and hence in Z[{ae, a′e : e ∈ E}].
Specializing to all ae, a

′
e ∈ R concludes the indirect proof-computation of det(DT + xJ). �

Finally, we provide a direct, self-contained argument to show all of Theorem 1.12, which differs
from the aforementioned three proofs.

Proof 3 of Theorem 1.12. The first step is to prove the formula for det(DT + xJ). This part
is inspired by [21] and proceeds by induction on |E| > 2 to compute det(DT + xJ) – as well
as several of its minors that we also seek – in one stroke. (We also indicate in a footnote a
subtlety about assuming det(DT ) 6= 0 – whence det(DT + xJ) 6= 0. This is equally relevant in [21]
which inspires our proof; however, it was not pointed out there, in the special case x = 0 and
ae = aij = aji = 1 ∀e ∈ E.)

For notational convenience, we let D := DT +xJ . Now for |E| = 2, the result is straightforward.
Next, suppose the result holds for all trees on at most n− 1 vertices, and suppose T is a tree with
n > 3 nodes. Without loss of generality, we may assume that nodes 1, n are pendant, and adjacent
to nodes p = p(1), q = p(n) respectively, where one allows the possibility p = q. We may also
suppose by Zariski density (over Q, then specialize to Z and then to R, using Lemma 2.3 as above)
that

ae, a
′
e, ae + a′e (e ∈ E), det(DT )

are all invertible. If dj denotes the jth column of D, then

d1 − dp = (−a1p, ap1, ap1, . . . , ap1)T ,

dn − dq = (aqn, . . . , aqn, aqn,−anq)T .

We now apply the following two column operations, followed by two possible choices for two
further column operations:

(d1,dn) 7→ (d1 − dp,dn − dq),

(d1,dn) 7→ (a−1
p1 d1, a

−1
qn dn);

(d1 7→ d1 − dn, dn 7→ aqndn + dq) or (dn 7→ dn − d1, d1 7→ ap1d1 + dp)

With the first choice of column operations, the determinant gets multiplied by ap1, and we are
left with the matrix

D′ := [d′1|d2| · · · |dn], where d′1 := (−a−1
p1 a1p − 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1 + a−1

qn anq)
T .
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Thus, we obtain:

detD = ap1 detD′ = −(ap1 + a1p) detD1|1 + (−1)n−1ap1(1 + a−1
qn anq) detDn|1,

where DA|B denotes the submatrix of D = DT + xJ obtained by removing the rows and columns
corresponding to the index sets A,B respectively. This implies:

detDn|1 =
(−1)n−1aqn
ap1(anq + aqn)

(
detD + (ap1 + a1p) detD1|1

)
. (4.3)

With the second choice of column operations, one similarly deduces:

detD1|n =
(−1)n−1ap1
aqn(ap1 + a1p)

(
detD + (anq + aqn) detDn|n

)
. (4.4)

We now employ Dodgson condensation [9], which says that

detD · detD1n|1n = detD1|1 · detDn|n − detD1|n · detDn|1. (4.5)

Substitute here the above formulas for detDn|1,detD1|n. Also by the induction hypothesis,
one knows the formulas for detD1|1,detDn|n, detD1n|1n, since these truncated matrices are the
corresponding matrices for the sub-trees of T induced on [n]\{1}, [n]\{n}, [n]\{1, n} respectively.
A direct computation with these substitutions (where we may take

∏
e∈E(ae + a′e) common, by

Zariski density as assumed above) now obtains detD = det(DT + xJ), as desired.1

Finally, we prove the remaining cases of (1.13). Since T \ (I ∩ J ′), T \ I, T \ J ′ (and hence
T \ (I ∪J ′)) are connected, we can assume without loss of generality that I, J ′ are disjoint, in which
case E◦ = E(I∩J ′)c = E. Now the above analysis shows the case |I∆J ′| = |I| + |J ′| = 0. Next
suppose |I∆J ′| = 2; by vertex relabelling, I∆J ′ = {1, n}. Thus we are interested in computing
detD1|n and detDn|1, where D := DT + xJ . Using (4.3), (4.4), and the formula for det(DT + xJ),
a straightforward computation further reveals:

det
(
(DT + xJ)1|n

)
= ap1anq

∏
e 6=(1,p),(q,n)

(ae + a′e),

det
(
(DT + xJ)n|1

)
= a1paqn

∏
e 6=(1,p),(q,n)

(ae + a′e),
(4.6)

which shows the |I∆J ′| = 2 case of (1.13). Notice that this argument goes through even when
n = |I|+ 2.

The last assertion is when |I∆J ′| > 2, so that I \ J ′ = I has size at least 2. There are two cases.

Case 1: First suppose I \ J ′ contains an edge e′ = {i1, i2} ∈ E. Then there exists a unique node
p ∈ T \ I that is closest to i2. Without loss of generality, interchange the labels i1, i2 such that p
is closer to i2 than i1; then the path from i1 to p has length at least 2. Denote this path by

i1 ←→ · · · ←→ a ←→ b ←→ p.

Then a, b ∈ I by the assumptions, and we re-set i1 := a, i2 := b, so that p ∼ i2 and i2 ∼ i1. Now p
cannot lie in J ′, else the maximum sub-tree containing p 6∈ I but not i2 6∈ J ′ (resp. i2 but not p)
would completely lie in J ′ (resp. I), in which case V = I ∪ J ′, a contradiction.

1In this final computation there is one subtlety: one actually obtains

(detD)2 = det(D) · ϕx,
where ϕx denotes the first line in the right-hand side of (1.13). Now one cannot a priori cancel detD, unless
one assumes somehow that detD 6≡ 0. In our case, this can be done using Zariski density, because specializing to
ae = aij = aji ∀e, it follows by Theorem 3.4 that det(DT ) 6≡ 0. This point seems not to have been made in [21], where
the authors show in the special case ae = a′e = me = m′e = 1 and x = 0 that det(DT ) = −(n− 1)(−2)n−2 assuming
det(DT ) 6≡ 0. The authors have since mentioned to us (personal communication) that they prove det(DT ) 6= 0 in
other papers and hence can cancel it away. These other papers are not cited in the proof in [21].
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In order to compute detDI|J ′ , notice that the {i1, i2, p}-columns of D = DT +xJ are included in
DI|J ′ after truncating their I-coordinates. Denote these truncated columns by d′i1 ,d

′
i2
,d′p respec-

tively; then performing column operations on these leaves detDI|J ′ unchanged. But since i1 ∼ i2
and i2 ∼ p are positioned in a ‘monotone’ fashion, and all I-coordinates (in particular, from ‘before’
p) are excised, it is clear by inspection that

d′i1 − d′i2 = ai2i1e, d′i2 − d′ip = api2e.

Carrying out these two column operations in the above order yields a matrix with proportional
columns, so detDI|J ′ = 0.

Case 2: If the previous case does not hold, then I \ J ′ = I contains only pendant vertices.
Choose i1, i2 ∈ I with neighbors p(i1), p(i2) respectively. Now it is clear from the hypotheses that
p(il) 6∈ I ∪ J ′ for l = 1, 2; and with the same notation as in the previous case, we have

d′il − d′p(il) = ap(il),ile.

Hence detDI|J ′ = 0. �

Remark 4.7. The above proof for |I∆J ′| > 2 also goes through verbatim for arbitrary J ′ of size
|I|, which do not contain the two nodes a, b, p in case 1, or i1, i2, p(i1), p(i2) in case 2. Alternately,
one can work with the transpose of DT + xJ , and hence with I as specified but more general J ′.

To conclude this part, notice by Theorem 3.5(4),(6) that the product formulas for cof(DT ) in [11]
as well as in the previously cited works [17, 19] do not hold for non-constant values of mij (i.e., not
all equal to q), nor was cof(DT ) computed to date in this case. This setting is indeed addressed by
the present paper.

5. Determinant of the most general distance matrix: proof of Theorem A

In this section, we show Theorem A, which implies all of the previous variants in the literature,
as shown previously.

Proof of Theorem A. This proof is self-contained (modulo one fact which was shown above), and
does not depend on the alternate (shorter) proofs of various special cases shown above or in the
literature. The one fact required, as in the proof of Theorem 1.12, is the nonvanishing of the
determinant (of the matrix DT ) and of the factors 1 −mem

′
e for e ∈ E; but this can be assumed

via Zariski density using the same nonvanishing in a special case proved above. In particular, we
work throughout the proof over the ring R0 = Q({aij ,mij ,mji : 1 6 i < j 6 n}), and then observe
that the result holds over Z[{aij ,mij ,mji : 1 6 i < j 6 n}], whence in any unital commutative ring
by specialization.

In this proof we work with a left-unique ordering of the nodes [n] (see the final paragraph of
Section 3), and recall from [3] that such an ordering always exists, and in it k is a pendant node
in Tk, the sub-tree induced on nodes 1, . . . , k). Denote the edge-set of Tk by Ek. We also require
these sub-trees to have edge-data (ae,me,m

′
e) for e ∈ Ek.

For notational convenience, for nodes i 6= j let mij denote the product of the directed edgeweights

over the unique directed path in T from i to j. We also set mii = 1. Let m
(k)
•→j denote the k × 1

vector with ith coordinate mij ; here 1 6 i, j 6 k. Finally, let τ
[k]
in stand for the vector τ in defined

in (1.17), but over the node-set [k], i.e. the k × 1 vector with coordinates

(τ
[k]
in )i := 1 +

∑
j∈[k], j∼i

mji(mij − 1)

1−mijmji
, i ∈ [k].
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The majority of the proof involves establishing the following three formulas for each 2 6 k 6 n,
once again over R0 = Q({aij ,mij ,mji : 1 6 i < j 6 n}):

e(k)T adj(DTk) ·m(k)
•→j =

∏
e∈Ek

ae
∏
e∈Ek

(1−mem
′
e), ∀j ∈ [k]; (5.1)

e(k)T adj(DTk) =
∏
e∈Ek

ae
∏
e∈Ek

(1−mem
′
e) · (τ

[k]
in )T ; (5.2)

det(DTk+1
) =

∏
e∈Ek+1

ae
∏

e∈Ek+1

(1−mem
′
e)

∑
e∈Ek+1

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
. (5.3)

We will subsequently compute cof(DT ), then show the remaining assertions.
Before showing the above identities, we remark that (5.1) can be reformulated as follows: m•→j

is the jth column of the matrix D∗T – see Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 above. Thus the identity (5.1) says:

eT adj(DT )D∗T =
∏
e∈E

ae
∏
e∈E

(1−mem
′
e) · eT .

In the special case ae = 1 ∀e, this is immediate from Theorem 3.4(6), since then D∗T = DT . In the
present, more general situation, it is not as straightforward.

We now prove the three identities above, by simultaneous induction on k, with the base case of
k = 2 easily worked out. We will first prove (5.1) over the sub-tree Tk+1, assuming only (5.2) for
Tk. Using this, it suffices to show that

(τ
[k+1]
in )Tm

(k+1)
•→l = 1, ∀l ∈ [k + 1], (5.4)

since (5.1) for k + 1 is obtained by multiplying both sides of (5.4) by
∏
e∈Ek+1

(ae(1 − mem
′
e))

(assuming the invertibility of 1−mem
′
e for all e ∈ E, as we have done).

To prove (5.4), we first convert the sum over nodes into a sum over edges. For each edge

e = {i, j} ∈ Ek+1, if j lies on the path between i and l, then the terms in ((τ
[k+1]
in )T − eT )m

(k+1)
•→l

on the left-hand side of (5.4) corresponding to e = {i, j} contribute precisely

(1−mem
′
e)
−1 (mji(mij − 1)mil +mij(mji − 1)mjl) = −mil,

where the positions of i, j, l imply: mil = mijmjl. Therefore,

(τ
[k+1]
in )Tm

(k+1)
•→l =

k+1∑
i=1

mil −
∑

e∈Ek+1

mil(e)l, (5.5)

where il(e) is the vertex of e ∈ Ek+1 that is farther away from l. Now observe that the map
il : Ek+1 → [k + 1] \ {l} is a bijection, since T is a tree. Therefore the above computation yields
precisely mll = 1, proving (5.4).

We next show (5.2) for Tk+1 using (5.1) and (5.2) for Tk and (5.3) for Tk+1. To do so, since we
are assuming det(DTk+1

) ∈ R× by Zariski density, it suffices to show that

det(DTk+1
)e(k + 1)T =

∏
e∈Ek+1

(ae(1−mem
′
e)) · (τ

[k+1]
in )TDTk+1

.

Putting aside the common factor of
∏
e∈Ek+1

(ae(1−mem
′
e)), we will thus claim that∑

e∈Ek+1

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
e(k + 1)T = (τ

[k+1]
in )TDTk+1

, (5.6)

i.e., every component of (τ
[k+1]
in )TDTk+1

equals
∑

e∈Ek+1

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
.
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We first compute the lth component for l ∈ [k]. It is not hard to see that if k + 1 is pendant in
[k + 1] to the node l◦ ∈ [k], then

((τ
[k+1]
in )TDTk+1

)l

= ((τ
[k]
in )TDTk)l +

mk+1,l◦(ml◦,k+1 − 1)

1−ml◦,k+1mk+1,l◦

(DTk)l◦,l

+

(
1 +

ml◦,k+1(mk+1,l◦ − 1)

1−ml◦,k+1mk+1,l◦

)
(DTk+1

)k+1,l.

By the induction hypothesis for (5.2) (and recalling that we have the common factor of
∏
e(ae(1−

mem
′
e))), the first term equals ∑

e∈Ek

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
.

Subtracting this from both sides of (5.6) (or from the lth component thereof), and multiplying the
lth components by (1−ml◦,k+1mk+1,l◦), it suffices to check that

mk+1,l◦(ml◦,k+1 − 1)(DTk)l◦,l + (1−ml◦,k+1)(DTk+1
)k+1,l = −al◦,k+1(ml◦,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,l◦ − 1).

But this follows if one uses

(DTk+1
)k+1,l = (DTk+1

)k+1,l◦ +mk+1,l◦(DTk)l◦,l

to simplify the left-hand side. This concludes the l ∈ [k] case of (5.2) for Tk+1.
The remaining case in proving (5.2) is for l = k + 1. Since k + 1 ∼ l◦, we see that

d(l, k + 1) = d(l, l◦) + al◦,k+1ml,l◦(ml◦,k+1 − 1), ∀l ∈ [k].

Now since DTk+1
has (k + 1, k + 1) entry 0, it follows that

((τ
[k+1]
in ))T )DTk+1

)k+1

= ((τ
[k]
in )TDTk)l◦ + al◦,k+1(ml◦,k+1 − 1)

[
(τ

[k]
in )Tm

(k)
•→l◦ +

mk+1,l◦(ml◦,k+1 − 1)

1−ml◦,k+1mk+1,l◦

ml◦,l◦

]
.

But that (τ
[k]
in )Tm

(k)
•→l◦ = 1 was proved unconditionally by (5.4); and the first term on the right-

hand side equals
∑

e∈Ek
ae(me−1)(m′e−1)

mem′e−1 by the induction hypothesis. Substituting these into the

preceding equation, and given the common factor of
∏
e∈Ek+1

(ae(1 − mem
′
e)) in the background

(see prior to (5.6)), by the induction hypothesis we obtain (5.2) for l = k + 1, whence for all l.
The third part of our induction step is to prove (5.3) for Tk+2, assuming (5.1) for Tk+1. Now let

D := DTk+1
, let l◦ denote the unique node adjacent to k + 2, and observe that

DTk+2
=

(
D Del◦ + al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)m

(k+1)
•→l◦

al◦,k+2(mk+2,l◦ − 1)e(k + 1)T +mk+2,l◦e
T
l◦
D 0

)
.

(5.7)
Since we know det(D) 6= 0 (and is invertible), we compute using Schur complements:

− detDTk+2

= (al◦,k+2(mk+2,l◦ − 1)e(k + 1)T +mk+2,l◦e
T
l◦D) adj(D)(Del◦ + al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)m

(k+1)
•→l◦ )

= al◦,k+2(mk+2,l◦ − 1)e(k + 1)T · adj(D) ·Del◦

+ al◦,k+2(mk+2,l◦ − 1)e(k + 1)T · adj(D) · al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)m
(k+1)
•→l◦

+mk+2,l◦e
T
l◦D · adj(D) ·Del◦

+mk+2,l◦e
T
l◦D · adj(D) · al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)m

(k+1)
•→l◦ .
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Now the third term in this last sum is zero, while the first and last terms are, respectively,

al◦,k+2(mk+2,l◦ − 1) det(D) and al◦,k+2mk+2,l◦(ml◦,k+2 − 1) det(D).

These add up to al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2mk+2,l◦−1) det(D). Moreover, by the induction hypothesis for (5.1),
the second term is ∏

e∈Ek+2

ae
∏

e∈Ek+1

(1−mem
′
e) · al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)(mk+2,l◦ − 1).

Adding this to the previous terms,

− detDTk+2

=
∏

e∈Ek+2

(ae(1−mem
′
e))

− ∑
e∈Ek+1

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
−
al◦,k+2(ml◦,k+2 − 1)(mk+2,l◦ − 1)

ml◦,k+2mk+2,l◦ − 1

 ,

which yields (5.3) for Tk+2, as desired. This concludes the computation of det(DT ).

The next step is to compute cof(DT ). Using (5.2), and once again converting a sum over nodes
to one over edges, we have:

cof(DT ) = eT adj(DT )e =
∏
e∈E

(ae(1−mem
′
e)) ·

|E|+ 1 +
∑
i

∑
j∼i

mji(mij − 1)

1−mijmji


=
∏
e∈E

(ae(1−mem
′
e)) ·

(
|E|+ 1 +

∑
e∈E

2mem
′
e −me −m′e

1−mem′e

)
,

and this is easily seen to imply (1.11), in conjunction with the above formula for det(DT ).

We now complete the proof of Theorem A. As in the proof of Theorem 1.12 (in the preceding
section), we may assume I, J ′ to be disjoint by the hypotheses. Now the |I∆J ′| = 0 case of (1.8)
follows directly from (1.11). We next claim that the proof of the |I∆J ′| > 2 case of (1.8) is similar
to that of the corresponding analogue in Theorem 1.12, but with the roles of rows and columns
exchanged. More precisely, let dTv denote the J ′-truncated vth row for v ∈ V (G) \ I. Now if
j1 ←→ j2 ←→ p as in Case 1 in the proof of (1.13) (but with rows replaced by columns), then

dTj1 −mj1j2d
T
j2 = (aj1j2 − x)(mj1j2 − 1)eT , dTj2 −mj2pd

T
p = (aj2p − x)(mj2p − 1)eT ,

and so the determinant of det(DT +xJ)I|J ′ vanishes. (In fact, this proof also applies to the special
case of Theorem 1.12 above.) The same happens in Case 2 of that proof, in which case we now get:

dTjl −mjlp(jl)d
T
p(jl)

= (ajlp(jl) − x)(mjlp(jl) − 1)eT , l = 1, 2.

It remains to show (1.8) when |I∆J ′| = 2, and we prove it by induction on n > |I| + 2, as was
done in the parallel setting of Theorem 1.12. Here the assertion is again not hard to verify for
n = 3, 4, so we will assume henceforth that T has at least n + 1 > 5 nodes, and that (1.8) holds
for all trees with at most n nodes. Without loss of generality we set I = {1} and J ′ = {n + 1},
with both 1, n+ 1 pendant vertices. Since every tree on at least 3 nodes has at least two pendant
nodes and these are necessarily non-adjacent, we also relabel the nodes such that if one deletes the
node 1 (respectively, n + 1) then the node 2 (respectively, n) is pendant to the deleted portion of
the tree. As above, the nodes 2, n are not adjacent to one another, since n > 5.

Let D := (DT +xJ)1|n+1; we will compute det(D) using Dodgson condensation (4.5). Note that

D1|1 = (DT + xJ)12|1(n+1), Dn|n = (DT + xJ)1(n+1)|n(n+1),

D1|n = (DT + xJ)12|n(n+1), Dn|1 = (DT + xJ)1(n+1)|1(n+1),

D1n|1n = (DT + xJ)12(n+1)|1n(n+1).
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Since n+1 > 5, it follows by the preceding case of |I∆J ′| > 2 that detD1|n = 0. Hence by Dodgson
condensation, we have:

detD = (detD1n|1n)−1(detD1|1)(detDn|n)

= (det(DT + xJ)12(n+1)|1n(n+1))
−1(det(DT + xJ)12|1(n+1))(det(DT + xJ)1(n+1)|n(n+1)).

But all three terms on the right are computable by the induction hypothesis; and we may assume
by Zariski density (i.e. a suitable application of Lemma 2.3) that the factors of detD1n|1n and all
ae and mem

′
e − 1 are invertible, namely:

ae, mem
′
e − 1, (e ∈ E); ap(n),n − x, mp(2),2 − 1, mp(n),n − 1.

Now the induction step follows by a straightforward cancellation, completing the proof. �

Remark 5.8. Similar to the explanation in Remark 4.7, the above proof for |I∆J ′| > 2 also goes
through verbatim for more general sets J ′ of size |I|, and vice versa.

6. Inverse of the most general distance matrix: proof of Theorem B

The sole purpose of this penultimate section is to prove Theorem B – i.e., provide a closed-form
expression for the inverse of the matrix DT in its most general form (e.g. in Theorem A). These
results are not used elsewhere in the paper; in particular, the next, final section can be read first
at this point.

In this section we begin by explaining the matrix CT in Theorem B, via some notation:

Definition 6.1. Setting as in Theorem A. In other words, T = (V,E) is a tree on n nodes with
edge-data T = {(ae = a′e,me,m

′
e) : e ∈ E}.

(1) Define the scalar

αT :=
∑
e∈E

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
. (6.2)

In working with αT in the proof below, we will assume that mem
′
e− 1 is invertible in R, as

is αT , via a Zariski density argument.
(2) Given adjacent nodes i ∼ j, define Ti→j to be the sub-tree induced on i, j, and all nodes

v ∈ V such that the path from i to v passes through j. Note this partitions the edge-set:

E =
⊔
j:j∼i

E(Ti→j), ∀i ∈ V.

(3) Finally, define for i ∈ V the scalar

βi :=
1

αT

∑
j:j∼i

1

aij

∑
e∈E(Ti→j)

ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
, (6.3)

where we assume by Zariski density that ae is invertible for all e.

With this notation in hand, we finally define CT to have entries

(CT )ij :=

{
βi, if j = i;

βi − 1
aik
, if j 6= i, j ∈ Ti→k.

(6.4)

Remark 6.5. If i ∈ V is a pendant node with neighbor p(i), then βi = 1
ai,p(i)

and CT has ith row
1

ai,p(i)
eTi .
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Now we are ready to compute the inverse of DT :

D−1
T =

1

αT
τ outτ

T
in − LT + CT diag(τ in),

where the vectors τ in, τ out ∈ RV and the Laplacian matrix LT ∈ RV×V were defined in Theorem B.
Note for this Laplacian that eTLT = 0.

Proof of Theorem B. As mentioned above, we assume throughout the proof, via a Zariski density
argument, that the quantities

ae, mem
′
e − 1, me − 1, m′e − 1, det(DT )

are invertible in R. In what follows, for nodes i 6= j let mij denote the product of the directed
edgeweights over the unique directed path in T from i to j – as in the proof of Theorem A. We
also set mii = 1. For ease of exposition, we split the proof into several steps.

Step 1. We begin by showing the following identities, which add to the known information about
DT proved in Section 5:

τTinm•→l = 1, ∀l ∈ V ; (6.6)

τTine = eTτ out = 1−
∑
e∈E

(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
; (6.7)

eTCT =
1

αT

∑
e∈E

(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
· eT ; (6.8)

The identity (6.6) was shown above; see (5.4) and the subsequent reasoning. The remaining two
identities are now proved. We begin with (6.7); the first equality is easily shown by converting
sums over nodes to ones over edges. For the second equality, by summing the components of τ out

and again converting the sum over nodes to one over edges, one obtains

1 +
∑
e∈E

(
1− me(m

′
e − 1)

mem′e − 1
− m′e(me − 1)

mem′e − 1

)
= 1 +

∑
e∈E

−(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1
,

as desired. We next turn to (6.8). For each j ∈ V , note that

(eTCT )j =
∑
i∈V

βi −
∑

i∈V \{j}

1

aik
,

where the k in the final summand is such that j ∈ Ti→k – in other words, k is the neighbor of i
that is closest to j. Now by the reasoning following (5.5), the latter sum can be converted into a

sum over edges to yield precisely
∑
e∈E

1

ae
. As for the former sum, first write

ϕe :=
ae(me − 1)(m′e − 1)

mem′e − 1

for convenience; thus αT =
∑
e∈E

ϕe, for instance. We now convert
∑

i βi, which is a sum over nodes,

into one over edges: ∑
i

βi =
1

αT

∑
i

∑
k∼i

1

aik

∑
e∈E(Ti→k)

ϕe

=
1

αT

∑
e={i,j}∈E

1

ae

 ∑
f∈E(Ti→j)

ϕf +
∑

f∈E(Tj→i)

ϕf

 .
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The summand in the outer sum on the right is precisely
1

ae
(αT + ϕe). Putting these together,

(eTCT )j =
1

αT

∑
e∈E

αT + ϕe
ae

−
∑
e∈E

1

ae
=

1

αT

∑
e∈E

ϕe
ae
,

which proves (6.8).

Step 2. We claim the following identity also holds for each fixed node l ∈ V :

CT el = (−LT + CT diag(τ in))m•→l, l ∈ V. (6.9)

We will show the equality of the ith components, for all i, l ∈ V . First note that the ith
component of the left-hand side is βi for i = l, else it is βi − 1

aik0
, where k0 ∼ i is between i and l.

We now show that the ith component of the right-hand side is the same. Let ri denote the ith
row of −LT + CT diag(τ in). We want to show ri ·m•→l equals βi or βi − 1

aik0
. We will partition

the dot-product

ri ·m•→l =
∑
v∈V

(ri)vmvl (6.10)

into sub-summations over V (Ti→k) \ {i}, running over the neighbors k of i – and to each such sum,
we will add a component of the ith summand of (6.10). (Recall that the sets V (Ti→k)\{i} partition
V \ {i}.)

First write out the ith summand of (6.10):∑
k∼i

−mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mil + (τ in)iβimil. (6.11)

Next, we consider only the sum of the terms in (6.10) that contain the βi’s that come from CT
(i.e. from (ri)v). Observe that each entry of the ith row of CT contains a βi term, and by (5.4)
these contribute

βi e
T diag(τ in) ·m•→l = βi · τTinm•→l = βi.

With these preliminaries, we can proceed. Given a vertex k ∼ i, let Gk denote the sub-tree
induced on Ti→k\{i}; thus V (Gk) = V (Ti→k)\{i}. Hence by the above observations, the sum (6.10)
can be rewritten as:

ri ·m•→l =
∑
v∈V

(ri)vmvl = βi +
∑
k∼i

Ψk, (6.12)

where

Ψk :=
−mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mil +

mik

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mkl +

−1

aik

∑
v∈V (Gk)

(τ in)vmvl. (6.13)

We now claim that Ψk = 0 if l 6∈ V (Gk). Indeed, mvl = mvkmkl for v ∈ V (Gk), and taking mkl

common outside of the latter sum yields an expression analogous to (5.4), but for Gk. There is but
one extra component in this sum in the v = k term:

Ψk =
−mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mil +

mik

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mkl +

−mkl

aik

(
(τ

(Gk)
in )Tm

(Gk)
•→k −

mik(mki − 1)

mikmki − 1

)
=

−mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mil +

mkl

aik(mikmki − 1)
(mik − (mikmki − 1) +mik(mki − 1))

=
−mki

aik(mikmki − 1)
·mil +

mkl

aik(mikmki − 1)
.

But this vanishes because mkl = mkimil. Hence Ψk = 0.
This already concludes the verification if i = l, by (6.12). Thus we suppose now that i 6= l,

whence there is a unique k0 ∼ i such that l ∈ Ti→k0 . Again by (6.12), it suffices to show that
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Ψk0 = −1/aik0 . But this essentially is a repetition of the above computation, where now we do not
take an mkl common. We leave the relevant details to the reader.

Step 3. We now prove our formula for the inverse of DT by induction on n (or on |E|). The base
case of n = 2 is a straightforward verification. For the induction step, we assume the formula for
the inverse of D = DT for a tree on k nodes:

D−1 =
1

α
τ outτ

T
in − L+ C diag(τ in).

Here and in the sequel, α = αT , L = LT , and C = CT . Using this and the identities (6.6)–(6.9)
proved in Step 1 yields:

eTD−1 =
1

α
τTin, D−1m•→k =

1

α
τ out + Cek. (6.14)

Now write DT over k + 1 vertices as a block-matrix, and assume that node k + 1 is pendant
and adjacent to node k. Thus the following form is the same as (5.7), but with minor changes in
notation:

D := DTk+1
=

(
D u
vT 0

)
,

where u := Dek + ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)m•→k,

and vT := ak,k+1(mk+1,k − 1)e(k)T +mk+1,ke
T
kD.

(6.15)

We write D,α,L, τ in, τ out for the larger distance matrix (i.e., on k + 1 nodes). Thus,

L :=

L+
mk+1,k

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eke

T
k

−mk,k+1

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek

−mk+1,k

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eTk

mk,k+1

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)

 , (6.16)

τ in :=

τ in −
mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek

mk,k+1 − 1

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1

 , (6.17)

τ out :=

τ out −
mk,k+1(mk+1,k − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek

mk+1,k − 1

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1

 , (6.18)

α := α+
ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
. (6.19)

Now recall the well-known formula for the inverse of a block matrix – which uses Schur comple-
ments – and apply this to the distance matrix (6.15). The following assumes by Zariski density
that D,D are invertible:

D
−1

=

(
D−1 + ψ−1D−1uvTD−1 −ψ−1D−1u

−ψ−1vTD−1 ψ−1

)
, where ψ := −vTD−1u =

detD

detD
. (6.20)

In this step we compute ψ and show that ψ−1 equals the corresponding (2, 2)-block of our claimed
formula for the inverse:

1

α
τ out τ in

T − L+ C diag(τ in), (6.21)

where this matrix is partitioned in the same manner as (6.20). After showing this equality of
the (2, 2)-blocks, we further show how the computation of ψ provides another proof of det(DT )
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independent from Section 5. The other three components of the matrix (6.20) will then be com-
puted in subsequent steps, together with showing that they equal the corresponding blocks of the
matrix (6.21). This will conclude the proof.

To compute ψ = detD
detD , we consider the computations immediately following (5.7). These show

– without computing the second term using an induction hypothesis there – that

detD

= det(D)ak,k+1

(
(1−mk,k+1mk+1,k)− (mk+1,k − 1)eT ·D−1 · ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)m•→k

)
.

Now use (6.14) and (6.6) to obtain:

detD = det(D)
ak,k+1

α
((1−mk,k+1mk+1,k)α− ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1))

= det(D) · ak,k+1(1−mk,k+1mk+1,k)
α

α
. (6.22)

From this one obtains the desired form for ψ:

ψ =
detD

detD
=
ak,k+1(1−mk,k+1mk+1,k)α

α
. (6.23)

As discussed following (6.20), we now show that ψ−1 equals the (2, 2)-block of (6.21), to complete
this step of the proof of Theorem B. The latter (2, 2)-block equals the scalar

1

α

mk,k+1 − 1

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1

mk+1,k − 1

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
−

mk,k+1

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
+

1

ak,k+1

mk,k+1 − 1

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
,

where the final term comes from Remark 6.5. Now an easy computation simplifies this to

α

ak,k+1(1−mk,k+1mk+1,k)α
= ψ−1

by (6.23), and we are done.

Remark 6.24. Using (6.22), the formula (1.11) (with x = 0) for det(DT ) easily follows by induction
on |E|. Thus modulo completing this proof of Theorem B, a by-product is an alternate proof of the
formula for det(DT ) as in Theorem A. Moreover, the formula for cof(DT ) = det(DT ) · (eTD−1

T e)
follows from (6.14), (6.7), and the formula for det(DT ).

Step 4. Next, we show the (2, 1)-blocks of the expressions (6.20) and (6.21) agree. The former is

−ψ−1vTD−1 =
mk+1,k − 1

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
τTin +

αmk+1,k

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eTk ,

using (6.14) and (6.23). By the definition of α, α, a straightforward computation shows this equals

mk+1,k − 1

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)

(
τTin −

mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
eTk

)
+

mk+1,k

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eTk ,

which equals the (2, 1)-block of (6.21) via Remark 6.5 for i = k + 1.

We now consider the (1, 2)-blocks in (6.20) and (6.21). We begin with the former; using (6.14),

− ψ−1D−1u

=
mk,k+1 − 1

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
τ out +

α(mk,k+1 − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Cek +

α

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek.
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Now add-and-subtract two terms to get:

=
mk,k+1 − 1

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)

(
τ out −

mk,k+1(mk+1,k − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek

)
+
mk,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)2
ek +

αmk,k+1

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek

−
αmk,k+1

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek +

α

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek +

α(mk,k+1 − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Cek.

The terms on the first line (resp. second line) in the right-hand side here add up to yield the
(1, 2)-block of 1

ατ out τ in
T (resp. of −L). The terms in the third line add up to yield

α(mk,k+1 − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)

(
Cek −

1

ak,k+1
ek

)
,

and a straightforward but careful calculation shows this equals the (1, 2)-block of C diag(τ in). This
concludes the verification for the (1, 2)-blocks of (6.20) and (6.21).

Step 5. In this final step, we handle the most involved of the computations: the equality of the
(1, 1)-blocks of (6.20) and (6.21). As the computations are fairly involved, we begin by outlining
the strategy. We expand out the expression

D−1 + ψ−1 · (D−1u) · (vTD−1),

substituting D−1 = 1
ατ outτ

T
in − L + C diag(τ in) in the first term, and computing D−1u, vTD−1

using the intermediate identities proved above. Then we rearrange terms to obtain expressions for
the (1, 1)-blocks of 1

ατ out τ in
T and −L, plus some extra terms. Finally, these extra terms will be

shown to add up to the (1, 1)-block of C diag(τ in).
Thus, we begin with

D−1 + ψ−1 · (D−1u) · (vTD−1) (6.25)

=
1

α
τ outτ

T
in −

ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

αα (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
τ outτ

T
in −

mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
τ oute

T
k

− L−
αmk+1,k

αak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eke

T
k

+ C diag(τ in)−
mk+1,k − 1

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ekτ

T
in −

αmk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Ceke

T
k

−
ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Cekτ

T
in.

Now the first three terms (on the first line on the right-hand side of Equation (6.25)) add up to

1

α

(
τ out −

mk,k+1(mk+1,k − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek

)(
τ in −

mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek

)T
+

mk,k+1(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ekτ

T
in −

mk,k+1mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)2
eke

T
k .

(6.26)

Similarly, the next two terms (on the second line on the right-hand side of (6.25)) add up to(
−L−

mk+1,k

ak,k+1(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eke

T
k

)
+
mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)2
eke

T
k . (6.27)

Notice by (6.16), (6.17), (6.18) that the first expression in (6.26) (resp. (6.27)) equals the (1, 1)-
block of 1

ατ out τ in
T (resp. −L). Thus, it remains to show that the (1, 1)-block of C diag(τ in) equals
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the sum of the remaining seven terms in (6.25), (6.26), (6.27), which we now collect together:

C diag(τ in)−
αmk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Ceke

T
k −

ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Cekτ

T
in

+
(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ekτ

T
in −

mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)2(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)2
eke

T
k .

(6.28)

In (6.28), the two expressions on the last line are each obtained by combining two of the ‘remaining
seven terms’ above.

Now define the vector

τ ′in := τ in −
mk+1,k(mk,k+1 − 1)

mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1
ek (6.29)

and notice this precisely equals the (1, 1)-block of τ in by (6.17). Then the last two terms – all on
the second line – of (6.28) add up to yield

(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
ek(τ

′
in)T .

Similarly, the first three terms – all on the first line – of (6.28) add up to give

C diag(τ ′in)−
ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
Cek(τ

′
in)T .

Indeed, break up the second term in (6.28) via α = α − ak,k+1(mk,k+1−1)(mk+1,k−1)
mk,k+1mk+1,k−1 , and add these

components to the first and third terms respectively, using diag(τ in) + γeke
T
k = diag(τ in + γek).

Now since ek(τ
′
in)T = eke

T diag(τ ′in), the terms in (6.28) all add up to(
C −

ak,k+1(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α(mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
(Cek)e

T +
(mk,k+1 − 1)(mk+1,k − 1)

α (mk,k+1mk+1,k − 1)
eke

T

)
diag(τ ′in).

Notice the final summand only updates the final row of the first term. Now another careful com-
putation shows that the preceding expression indeed equals the (1, 1)-block of C diag(τ in). This
concludes the proof of the inverse-formula, by induction. �

Remark 6.30. A significant feature of the proof of Theorem B is that it also yields a second proof
of the formulas for det(DT ), cof(DT ) in (1.11) above (see Remark 6.24). This shows Theorem A for
|I∆J ′| = 0. Now via Cramer’s rule, Theorem B provides a second proof of (1.11) for |I∆J ′| = 2,
and in a direct fashion (not using the case |I∆J ′| > 2, as in our ‘first’ proof in Section 5). As the
proof of Theorem A reveals, these two cases are the meat of the result, since the proof in the case
|I∆J ′| > 2 was short, direct, and self-contained.

Remark 6.31. An alternate way to compute cof(DT ) in the cases where D−1
T is known, is to

simply evaluate eTD−1
T e. Now by Theorem B, in our setting and hence in all previous variants for

trees – including the original case of Graham–Lovász [12] – the formula for D−1
T involves a graph

Laplacian L. But eTLe = 0, which simplifies the computation of cof(DT ).

We end this section by briefly discussing instances of how Theorem B specializes to known
formulas in the literature [1]–[5], [12, 23, 24]. First, for every q-distance matrix, i.e. with ae = 1

q−1 ,

me = qαe , m′e = qα
′
e , one verifies that

C = (q − 1)IdV , αT =
∑
e∈E

[αe][α
′
e]

[αe + α′e]
.

In particular, if one specializes to q = 1 then C = 0; if moreover the tree is unweighted, we get

αT =
|E|
2
, τ in = τ out = e− d/2,
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where d is the vector of node-degrees. These are precisely the expressions that appear in the
Graham–Lovász formula for D−1

T in the original unweighted and undirected setting [12].
A parallel setting involves the product distance matrix D∗T = DT + J studied in [23]. Here

ae = 1 ∀e. Now one verifies that C = IdV ; moreover, (D∗T )−1 can be computed alternately (to the
argument in Section 2) by using the Sherman–Morrison formula for (DT + J)−1. Carrying out the
computations using the formula for D−1

T and the identities shown above yields precisely:

(D∗T )−1 = −L+ diag(τ in).

This specializes to several of the formulas in the literature cited after Remark 6.30. Notice also
that when ae = 1 ∀e, we have

(D∗T )−1e = τ out, eT (D∗T )−1 = τTin;

this in particular reveals the presence of τ out, τ
T
in in a formula for D−1

T = (D∗T − J)−1, when going
the ‘reverse way’ via the Sherman–Morrison formula.

Remark 6.32. Theorem B in particular resolves an open question of Bapat–Lal–Pati [2], where
they ask for the explicit form of D−1

T in the special case

ae =
we
q − 1

, me = m′e = q, ∀e ∈ E

with q 6= ±1, we 6= 0 scalars. For completeness we spell out the specialization of Theorem B to this
setting, assuming all denominators below are invertible:

D−1
T =

q + 1∑
e∈E we

ττT − q

q + 1
Lw + CT diag(τ ),

where τ := e − q
q+1d for d the vector of node-degrees, Lw is the (symmetric) weighted Laplacian

matrix of Bapat–Kirkland–Neumann [1] given by

(Lw)ij =


−1
wij
, if i ∼ j;∑
k∼i

1
wik

, if i = j;

0, otherwise;

and CT is the V × V matrix with entries given by

(CT )ij := βi − 1i 6=j ·
q − 1

wik
where j ∈ Ti→k and βi :=

q − 1∑
e∈E we

∑
k:k∼i

1

wik

∑
e∈E(Ti→k)

we.

7. A novel, third invariant for trees, and its Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya Theorem D

In this paper, we have studied three variants of the distance matrix for trees: (a) the most general
version DT with entries given by (1.4); (b) the product distance matrix D∗G; and (c) the q-matrix
Dq(G) (and its q = 1 specialization, D1(G)). In Section 2 we stated and proved Graham–Hoffman–
Hosoya type identities in settings (b) and (c) – see Proposition 2.7 and the preceding equations.
The latter of these identities specialized to the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya identities (1.21).

It is natural to ask if there exist similar identities in the ‘most general’ setting (a) of the present
paper – and also whether or not these specialize to the original results (1.21) of [11]. In this final
section, we affirmatively answer both questions, and in particular, provide a third proof of the
formula (1.11) for det(DT ), cof(DT ). Our new identities below will use det(·) but not cof(·), and
in its place we now introduce a novel, third invariant:

Definition 7.1. Suppose G is a finite directed, strongly connected graph with node set V , a
distinguished cut-vertex v0 ∈ V , and R-valued maps d,m : V × V → R that satisfy:

d(v, w) = d(v, v0) +m(v, v0)d(v0, w), d(v0, v0) = 0, (7.2)
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whenever v, w lie in adjacent strong blocks, both containing v0. Given a subgraph G′ induced on
the subset of nodes V ′ which contains v0, write

DG′ := (d(v, w))v,w∈V ′ =

(
D|V ′\{v0} u1

wT
1 0

)
,

by relabelling the nodes, and define the invariant

κ(DG′ , v0) := det
(
D|V ′\{v0} − u1 eT −m(V ′ \ {v0}, v0)wT

1

)
. (7.3)

Note here that u1 = d(V ′ \ {v0}, v0) and w1 = d(v0, V
′ \ {v0}).

Remark 7.4. For arbitrary graphs G, the notion of distance matrix in Definition 7.1 is a general
one. When one works with G = T a tree, this data is precisely that of our setting in (1.4), via:
de ↔ ae(me − 1), d′e ↔ ae(m

′
e − 1), since me,m

′
e are parameters (hence unequal in general to 1).

In this case, one has (7.2) for any two nodes v, w and any intermediate node v0.

With this terminology in hand, we state three results on the invariant κ, deferring the proofs
to a later subsection. These results compute κ(DG, v0) for graphs G with a cut-vertex v0, as well
as κ(DT ) for arbitrary trees. We will then mention a few corollaries, and end with Example 7.15
which shows that our results are, once again, ‘best possible’ in a sense.

Our first – and final main – result presents Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type identities for the
three invariants:

Theorem D. Notation as in Definition 7.1. Let G1, . . . , Gk be subgraphs of G containing v0 ∈ V
such that the sets V (Gj) \ {v0} are pairwise disjoint. Then,

κ(DG, v0) =
k∏
j=1

κ(DGj , v0),

det(DG) =
k∑
j=1

det(DGj )
∏
i 6=j

κ(DGi , v0),

cof(DG) = κ(DG, v0) +
k∑
j=1

(cof(DGj )− κ(DGj , v0))
∏
i 6=j

κ(DGi , v0).

(7.5)

In other words, if κ(DGj , v0) ∈ R× ∀j, then

det(DG)

κ(DG, v0)
=

k∑
j=1

det(DGj )

κ(DGj , v0)
,

cof(DG)− κ(DG, v0)

κ(DG, v0)
=

k∑
j=1

cof(DGj )− κ(DGj , v0)

κ(DGj , v0)
.

Notice these formulas are similar in form to (1.21).
Next, we show that κ(·) is indeed an invariant for trees, as stated above:

Theorem 7.6. Suppose T = {(ae,me,m
′
e) : e ∈ E} comprise the edge-data of T , as in Theorem A.

In this case we define κ(DT , v0) for any vertex v0 ∈ V , by the same formula as in (7.3). Then
κ(DT , v0) depends on neither the choice of (cut or pendant) node v0 ∈ V , nor the tree-structure of
DT . It only depends on the edge-data, as follows:

κ(DT , v0) =
∏
e∈E

ae(1−mem
′
e). (7.7)

In particular, κ(DT , v0) is multiplicative over subgraphs cut by v0. When κ(De) is invertible for all
edges e, then one has, parallel to Theorem D:

det(DT )

κ(DT )
=
∑
e∈E

det(De)

κ(De)
,

cof(DT )

κ(DT )
− 1 =

∑
e∈E

(
cof(De)

κ(De)
− 1

)
. (7.8)
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Remark 7.9. Akin to Remark 1.14, while one can use Theorem 7.6 to deduce the formulas for
det(DT ), cof(DT ) in Theorem A, once again the formulas for det(·), cof(·) of the more general
submatrices (DT + xJ)I|J ′ do not follow from these results.

Remark 7.10. Given Theorem 7.6, we write κ(DT , v0) as (the invariant) κ(DT ) henceforth.

From Theorem 7.6 it is possible to deduce the formulas for det(DT ) and cof(DT ) as in (1.11)
(or Theorem A with I = J ′ = ∅). Our third result here shows that the converse is also true:

Proposition 7.11. Notation as in Theorem 7.6. The following can be deduced from each other:

(1) For all such trees and all nodes v0 ∈ V , det(DT ) =
∏
e∈E

(ae(1−mem
′
e))
∑
e∈E

det(De)

κ(De)
, where

the denominators are understood to be placeholders to cancel with a factor outside the sum.
(2) For all such trees and all nodes v0 ∈ V ,

cof(DT ) =
∏
e∈E

ae
∏
e∈E

(1−mem
′
e) ·

(
1 +

∑
e∈E

(
cof(De)

κ(De)
− 1

))
,

where the denominators are again placeholders.
(3) For all such trees and all nodes v0 ∈ V , κ(DT ) =

∏
e∈E ae(1 −mem

′
e). In particular, κ(·)

is multiplicative across edges of trees.

Next, from the above three results we deduce a few consequences. First, the Graham–Hoffman–
Hosoya type formulas proved in this section hold in slightly greater generality:

Corollary 7.12. Notation as in Definition 7.1. Let G1, . . . , Gk be subgraphs of G containing
v0 ∈ V such that the sets V (Gj) \ {v0} are pairwise disjoint. Also attach finitely many pendant
trees T1, . . . , Tl to v0. Then the formulas in Theorem D extend to this setting:

κ(DG, v0) =

k∏
j=1

κ(DGj , v0)

l∏
i=1

κ(DTi),

det(DG)

κ(DG, v0)
=

k∑
j=1

det(DGj )

κ(DGj , v0)
+

l∑
i=1

det(DTi)

κ(DTi)
,

cof(DG)

κ(DG, v0)
− 1 =

k∑
j=1

(
cof(DGj )

κ(DGj , v0)
− 1

)
+

l∑
i=1

(
cof(DTi)

κ(DTi)
− 1

)
,

(7.13)

where the denominators on the right are placeholders as earlier, and get cancelled upon multiplying
by the denominators on the left.

We skip the proof as this result is a straightforward consequence of Theorems D and 7.6.
Second, when given a graph G with a usual, ‘additive’ distance matrix (d(i, j))i,j∈V , recall that

one can treat DG as the q = 1 specialization of the matrix Dq(G) := 1
q−1(qd(i,j) − 1)i,j∈V . We now

claim κ(DG, v0)→ cof(DG) when q → 1. Indeed, beginning with Theorem 7.6, we obtain:

Corollary 7.14. The formulas in Theorems D and 7.6 with m(i, j) = qd(i,j) specialize as q → 1 to
the classical Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya formulas (1.21).

Proof. This is easy to see in the setting of Theorem 7.6 (and Proposition 7.11) for trees, using
previous results in this paper where ae = 1/(q − 1) ∀e ∈ E. We now explain the proof for general
graphs. Begin with the formula

κ(DG, v0)|q→1 := lim
q→1

det
(
[D]q|V \{v0} − [u1]q eT − [m(V \ {v0}, v0)]q[w1]Tq

)
,
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where [u1]q is the vector with jth coordinate (quj − 1)/(q − 1), etc. Now by the polynomiality of
the determinant in its entries, setting q = 1 on the right-hand side after taking the determinant is
the same as setting it before; and in the latter scenario, we have

κ(DG, v0)|q→1 = det(DV \{v0} − u1|q→1e
T − e wT

1 |q→1).

But this is precisely cof(DG), as observed in [11] by Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya. We are done by
Theorem D. �

Finally, we present an example which shows that the Graham–Hoffman–Hosoya type identities
in Theorem D do not uniformly hold in greater generality.

Example 7.15. While det(DT ), cof(DT ) for trees T depend only on the strong blocks – i.e. edges
– of T , the same does not hold for more general graphs. For example, let G consist of one cut-vertex
v0 and two strong blocks: an edge e with edge-data (ae,me = m′e); and the clique K3, with distance
matrix

DK3 =

 0 a(m− 1) c(q − 1)
a(m− 1) 0 b(n− 1)
c(q − 1) b(n− 1) 0

 .

We now claim that the quantity

κ(DG, v0) = κ(DK3 , v0) · ae(1−m2
e)

(from above results) depends not only on the strong block data, but also on the location of the
cut-vertex v0. Indeed, to show this it suffices to verify that κ(DK3 , 1) 6= κ(DK3 , 2) 6= κ(DK3 , 3).
But an easy computation shows that

κ(DK3 , 3) = det

(
c(1− q2) a(m− 1)− c(q − 1)− qb(n− 1)

a(m− 1)− b(n− 1)− nc(q − 1) b(1− n2)

)
.

Now a2m2, b2n2 have coefficients 1, q in κ(DK3 , 3), respectively. As this is not ‘symmetric’, it follows
that κ(DK3 , 3) 6= κ(DK3 , 1); the remaining verifications are similar. �

7.1. Proofs.

Proof of Theorem D. It suffices by induction on k to prove the result when k = 2. Thus, suppose

G = G1 tv0 G2, with V (G1) = {1, . . . , v0}, V (G2) = {v0, . . . , n}.
Let V ′j := V (Gj) \ {v0} for j = 1, 2. Corresponding to this notation, we write the distance matrix
in block form as:

DG :=

 D1 u1 u1e
T + m(V ′1 , v0)wT

2

wT
1 0 wT

2

u2e
T + m(V ′2 , v0)wT

1 u2 D2

 .

Let
D′j := Dj − uje

T −m(V ′j , v0)wT
j , j = 1, 2. (7.16)

The first claim is that computing κ(DG, v0) yields precisely the determinant of the block-diagonal

matrix

(
D′1 0
0 D′2

)
. This is straightforward, and it follows that

κ(DG, v0) = det(D′1) det(D′2) = κ(DG1 , v0)κ(DG2 , v0).

We next show the identity for det(DG). Begin with the block matrix DG as above, and carry
out the sequence of block row operations

R1 7→ R1 −m(V ′1 , v0)R2, R3 7→ R3 −m(V ′2 , v0)R2,

followed by the sequence of block-column operations

C1 7→ C1 − C2 eT , C3 7→ C3 − C2 eT .
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This yields precisely the matrix

D′ :=

D′1 u1 0
wT

1 0 wT
2

0 u2 D′2

 ,

where D′1, D
′
2 were defined in (7.16). Now we may assume by a Zariski density argument that (in

our setting) D′1, D
′
2 are invertible, since they are nonzero matrices with no constraints. Carrying

out block row and column operations on R2, C2 yields a block-triangular matrix, and we obtain:

detDG = detD′ = det(D′1) det(D′2) · (−wT
1 (D′1)−1u1 −wT

2 (D′2)−1u2)

= det(D′2) det

(
D′1 u1

wT
1 0

)
+ det(D′1) det

(
0 wT

2

u2 D′2

)
,

where the final equality uses two Schur complement expansions of determinants. But now in the
two block 2× 2 matrices in the final expression, we may replace D′j by Dj by performing block row
and column operations. Hence,

det(DG) = det(D′2) det(DG1) + det(D′1) det(DG2).

This shows (by Zariski density) the desired formula for det(DG), since det(D′j) = κ(DGj , v0) for
j = 1, 2.

Finally, we show the claimed identity for cof(DG). Begin with the matrix DG + xJ , where DG

is as above. Carrying out the block-column operations

C1 7→ C1 − C2 eT , C3 7→ C3 − C2 eT .

on DG + xJ , and denoting mj := m(V ′j , v0) for convenience, we compute:

det(DG) + x cof(DG) = det

D1 − u1e
T u1 + xe m1w

T
2

wT
1 x wT

2

m2w
T
1 u2 + xe D2 − u2e

T

 .

By linearity of det(·) in the second row (treated as a polynomial in x with vector coefficients), and
taking the linear term in x, we obtain via Lemma 1.7:

cof(DG) = det

D1 − u1e
T e m1w

T
2

wT
1 1 wT

2

m2w
T
1 e D2 − u2e

T

 = det

D′1 e−m1 0
wT

1 1 wT
2

0 e−m2 D′2

 ,

where D′1, D
′
2 are as in (7.16), and the final equality uses two block-row operations. Once again

assuming (as above) that D′1, D
′
2 are invertible over R by Zariski density, we obtain via block-row

operations:

cof(DG) = κ(DG1 , v0)κ(DG2 , v0)(1−wT
1 (D′1)−1(e−m1)−wT

2 (D′2)−1(e−m2)), (7.17)

where κ(DGj , v0) = det(D′j) s above.
A similar analysis for the matrix DGj for j = 1, 2 reveals that

cof(DGj ) = det(Dj − ewT
j − uje

T ).

But this is the determinant of a rank-one update of D′j , so using Schur complements,

cof(DGj ) = det(D′j − (e−mj)w
T
j ) = det

(
D′j e−mj

wT
j 1

)
= κ(DGj , v0)(1−wT

j (D′j)
−1(e−mj)).

Combining this with (7.17), the result follows. �
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Proof of Theorem 7.6. Consider a tree with edge-data T and a node v0. We prove the result by
induction on |V |, with the |V | = 2 case (of a single edge) easily verified. For the induction step,
if v0 is a cut-vertex then we are done by Theorem D. Thus, suppose v0 is a pendant node, say
v0 = n > 3 and n ∼ p(n) = n− 1. Denoting

ae0 := an−1,n, me0 := mn−1,n, m′e0 := mn,n−1, d := d([n− 2], n− 1), d′ := d(n− 1, [n− 2])

for notational convenience, the matrix DT is of the form D|[n−2] d d + ae0(me0 − 1)m([n− 2], n− 1)
(d′)T 0 ae0(me0 − 1)

ae0(m′e0 − 1)eT +m′e0(d′)T ae0(m′e0 − 1) 0

 .

Writing DT =

(
D|[n−1] u1

wT
1 0

)
, we compute:

Dκ := D|[n−1] − u1 eT −m([n− 1], n)wT
1

=

(
D0 ae0(1−me0m

′
e0)m([n− 2], n− 1)

(1−me0m
′
e0)(d′)T + ae0(1−me0m

′
e0)eT ae0(1−me0m

′
e0)

)
,

where

D0 = D|[n−2]− d eT

+ ae0(1−me0m
′
e0)m([n− 2], n− 1)eT

− me0m
′
e0m([n− 2], n− 1) (d′)T .

Carry out the block-row operation R1 7→ R1 − m([n − 2], n − 1)R2, to obtain a block lower
triangular determinant:

κ(DT , n) = detDκ = det

(
D|[n−2] − d eT −m([n− 2], n− 1) (d′)T 0

(1−me0m
′
e0)(ae0e

T − (d′)T ) ae0(1−me0m
′
e0).

)
But the (1, 1) block on the right-hand side has determinant precisely κ(DT |[n−1], n − 1). We are
now done by the induction hypothesis. Finally, (7.8) is now straightforward from Theorem A. �

Proof of Proposition 7.11. We first assume that (1) holds, and show (3). Consider a tree with
edge-data T and a node v0. Attach a pendant edge e0 to v0 with edge-data (ae0 ,me0 ,m

′
e0), and

call the resulting edge-data T0 – note that v0 is a cut-vertex in T0 satisfying the assumptions in
Definition 7.1. Since it is easy to verify that κ(De0 , v0) = ae0(1 − me0m

′
e0), we compute using

Theorem D:
det(DT0) = κ(DT , v0) det(De0) + κ(De0 , v0) det(DT ).

But in this equation, all terms except κ(DT , v0) are known by (1) and direct computation. From
this, and a Zariski density argument that allows one to cancel det(De0), the assertion (3) follows.

A similar argument shows (2) =⇒ (3) – now assuming by Zariski density that (cof −κ)(De) and
κ(De) are invertible for each edge e. Conversely, suppose (3) holds. Then (1) and (2) are direct
consequences of Theorem D and direct computation for det(De). �
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